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Abstract 
 
In college or university, it has been made various 
student experiments in the region of Science and 
Technology. Evaluations of the student’s efforts to 
experiments are made by mainly by experimental 
reports that written by student. On the other hand, 
even if it understands that the guidance of the 
“Experiment Notebook” is important for a student 
of science and technology, it is the fact that the 
teacher cannot start experiment notebooks guidance 
by many enormous quantity powers. However, the 
guidance of the experiment notebooks is important 
for students, paying our attention to the side of "the 
notebook as the record" and "the notebook as the 
thought tool" and "the cultivation of the scientific 
literacy”. In “Experiments in Electrical Machiner”, 
experiment notebook guidance are tried. This 
experiment are made for students belong of fourth 
year class of our department and students measure 
characteristic of electric machines like “AC Excited 
Synchronous Machine” and “Induction Motor” etc.. 
Notebook guidance is tried mentioned blow. Namely, 
1) to all students, notebook and seal on which the 
table templates are printed are distributed. Student 
has to fill the blanks of the table template with 
basically contents of experiments (date, time, 
collaborator’s name, aims of experiments, 
experimental methods, specifications of measuring 
instruments, etc.) and put a seal on the notebook. By 
this attempt, student learns the style of recording 
format, by trial and error. 2) Student draw actual 
wirering diagram for accurate record and practical 
understanding of electric circuits. 3) We also make 
another seal for notebook on which “consideration 
and idea on experiment” could be described .4) 
Effective use of the inheriting sheet concerning 
know-how and instructions and so on; this 
experiment are made by the team of students (consist 
of 4 or 5 students) and team conduct a different 
experiment in every tine. So, prevenient team 
records on inheriting sheet about “the notes 
(especially for safety)”, “the idea”, and “the advice” 
for a follower team. We were able to carry out the 
conversion of these attempts from "passive 
experiment" to "active experiment". 

Keywords: Experiment notebook, PBL, Technology 
Literacy, Interactivity 
 
Introduction 
 

This paper reports the effectiveness of guidance of 
experiment notebook writing. Many Student 
experiments were performed at university and institute 
of technology etc. Usually, most of aims of student 
experiments were to understand of the theories and to 
learn experimental techniques. And most of 
evaporations of student’s achievement were made by 
reports written by students. For paying attention to 
various aspects of experiment notebook such as 
“recording tools”, “thinking tools” and “cultivation 
tools for science literacy”, for students belong to the 
course of science and technology, actually and 
intelligible note taking trainings were very important. 
As the fundamental study, analyses for state of student 
research were made by questionnaires for teachers. As a 
result, it was found that little guidance for experiment 
note were made. Then, in our school at the subject of 
“experiments in machine experiment”, guidance of 
experiment that mainly situated notebook training were 
tried. As a system of cultivate the active consciousness 
and actions of student about experiments, the system for 
accumulating and passing on the technical know-how 
and knowledge about machines and analysis methods 
were employed. This system is considered as “Paper 
based Cloud System” and is very efficient and achieved 
a big result. 
 
Methods   
 

As a fundamental study, a questionnaire wide survey 
among all teachers and stuff that belong to National 
college of Technology at Kyushu area in Japan was 
implemented. I received 190 copies of the questionnaire 
results. The survey was planned to investigate the 
student experiments especially focus on research 
notebook. As a result, it was found that the overall aims 
of student experiment were almost to understand of the 
theories and to learn experimental techniques.  And also, 
it was found that little guidance for experiment note 
were made. For paying attention to various aspects of 
experiment notebook such as “Recording-tools”, 
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“Thinking tools” and “Cultivation tools for science 
literacy”, for students belong to the course of science 
and technology, actually and intelligible note taking 
trainings were very important. Then, in our school at the 
class subject of “Experiments in Electrical Machinery” 
(Figure 1), guidance of experiment that mainly situated 
notebook training was tried.  

 
Figure 1  The states of the experiment “Experiments in 

Electrical Machinery” 
 
In this subject, fourth-grade student are learn and 

perform experiments with transformer, synchronous 
machine, induction machine and so-on. 

Four or Five students formed a group and conducted 
different experimental theme in every week and finally 
carry out twenty themes of experiment for one year. 
Two teachers and two technical assistants directed these 
experiments. The methods used in this attempt will be 
described in detail below.. 

(1) Prewriting an experiment report before 
experiments: The contents written in a report are 
“Subject”, ”Date”, ”Collaborators”, ”Aim ”, “Method”, 
“Data analysis”, and “Discussions”. Students should be 
written in report until “Method” before doing 
experiment. Students can understand the details of 
experiment in advance throughout description of 
experimental report.  

(2) Using commercial-available laboratory 
notebook: Commercial-available laboratory notebook 
(KOKUYO RESEARCH LAB NOTE<SD>: Type 
LB208SN) that had adopted at many research 
laboratories and universities in Japan were distributed to 
all students (Figure 2). 

(3) Using Table-type template seals: As shown in 
Figure 3, Table-type template seals were employed to 
learn    how to record basic information about 
experiments (i.e. Date, Title, Collaborators, 
Experimental equipment’s details and so on). Students 

cut the seals and attach them to notebook and fill in the 
blanks. (Figure 4)  
 

 
 

Figure 2  Appearance of Notebook which was used  
in this trial 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Table-type template seal using in this trial. 
Original type of template which student used is 
written in Japanese. 

 
It was possible to learn the contents of the format to be 
referred to the notebook through this work. In addition, 
there were items of “Awareness” and “Consideration” 
in the seal and gimmicks such as students should wrote 
“Thinking” and “Awareness” in the notebook 
spontaneously. This allows the students began to 
actively description of “Awareness of the experiment” 
and “Attention and advice from the education staff”.   

(4) Sketch of practical wiring diagram: For the 
student’s specific understanding about electric circuits 
connections students had to draw freehand practical 
wiring diagram (Figure 5).  
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Figure 4 Student cut and pasted the seal on 
notebook and filled in the blanks. 

 
             

 
Figure 5 an example of “Sketch of practical wiring 
diagram” which written by freehand. 

 
(5) Using “The hand-off memo about technical 

know-how and knowledge”: At student experiment, 
Students assemble teams and every student teams 
carried out different experiment in rotation at every 
class time. At the most of previous student experiments, 
there was little transition from predecessor team. 

 

 
 

Figure 6  the hand-off memo about technical know-
how and knowledge” (front and rear view). 

The Original memo is written in Japanese. 
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 As mentioned before in this trial, students recorded 
“Precaution”, “Awareness of the experiment” and 
“Attention and advice from the education staff” on 
notebook and student team reproduced “technical know-
how and knowledge” to next team. By using this 
approach, education staff now need not performed by 
repeating the same attention and guidance to each team. 
By reading this memo at the beginning of the 
experiment, Students also were able to obtain in 
advance a wide variety of knowledge (especially about 
safety) regarding the experiment (Figure 7). 

 

 
 
Figure 7 Snapshot of when the students have 
checked “the hand-off memo” prior to the 
experiment 

 
(6) Using Check-list: Students had to be able to 

check if there are any deficiencies for the information 
and experimental content to make a check list of 
contents and experimental what has been described in 
the experimental notebook. 

 
Results and Discussion 
 

As the first step of the overall, it was carried a 
survey on this attempt to students. Questionnaire results  
were generally well received. It can be said that student 
only do a task that given in the conventional student 
experiment. But this time student by conducting the 
PBL approach of performing experiments while 
understand the contents of the experiment by writing a 
report in advance, students were many opinions that 
could be addressed to actively in the experiments. 
Science literacy training using seal that printing table 
was also popular with students. In particular, the notice 
and the notes is recorded in actively notebook, through 
the work of taking over them in following group, 
students became the training of Active Learning training 
of performing project actively with the problem 

consciousness. This is also said to be a challenging 
attempt to “Cloud of information in paper-based” to 
share the obtained information and know-how through a 
student experiments. Through this study, the student 
experiment has been conducted as a routine work until 
now, by conducting the various attempts, we were able 
to find the possibility of them with active work. In the 
future, we will carry out a more extensive questionnaire 
survey. 

it is expected to make efforts to collect further 
information. In addition and in the future, we will adopt 
the ICT technology such as “Moodle system” and 
“digitization of experiment notes using an electric 
scanner and bar-code etc.” (Figure 8) is expected to 
achieve a further increase in efficiently and labor 
savings. And real time analysis by using of personal 
computer is expected, too. (Figure 9) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8 In building integrated electronic 
system: by the left of the scanner is scheduled 
to carry out the digitization of handwritten 
reports, it is planned to carry out the 
digitization of the experimental notebook by 
the right side of the three-dimensional scanner. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Aggressive students are doing the 
analysis of experimental data in real time using 
the spreadsheet software bring their laptops to 
the laboratory. Eventually distribute single 
degree laptop one group to, also trimmed their 
surroundings are immediate goal is to provide 
for rapid data analysis.  
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Conclusions 
 

To student experiment, by using the interactive 
approach, it was possible to stimulate a positive attitude 
and awareness of students. Also it was possible to carry 
out the cultivation of science literacy through these 
attempts. 
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Abstract 
 

This is an education research done to gain more 
insight into differentiated instruction in a technology 
faculty in the higher education in Singapore. While it 
is believed that differentiated instruction can make a 
positive impact on teachers’ and students behaviour 
and therefore student achievement, this paper seeks 
to pursue the knowledge and views of differentiated 
instruction from the perspective of a teacher. This 
study would attempt to investigate the 
understanding and implementation of differentiated 
instruction in a tertiary institution and attempt to 
answer the following questions: Do years of teaching 
experience affect the probability of implementing 
differentiated instructions in the classrooms? What 
are the teachers’ perceptions of differentiated 
instruction in a tertiary institution? What are some 
of the barriers and obstacles for implementing 
differentiated instruction? The fact that all teachers 
who had participated in this study felt that time is a 
major barrier for their implementation of 
differentiated instruction in their classroom 
suggested that there is a need for a review in terms 
of time allocation for classroom content preparation. 
This may be an intrinsic reward that will strengthen 
the teachers’ commitment to implementing 
differentiated instruction. While many had 
documented the positive effects of differentiated 
instruction on students, this study can be extended to 
a longer longitudinal study so that other hypothesis 
relating to the implementation of differentiated 
instruction in classroom can be tested.  
 
Keywords: Differentiated Instruction, Tertiary 
Institution, DI 
 
Introduction 
 

Polytechnics were set up in Singapore with an aim to 
train professionals to support the technological and 
economic development of the island. Taking into 
consideration the wide range of abilities, aptitudes and 
interests of the potential students, polytechnics seek to 
equip students with relevant and specific skills for the 

workplace to give Singapore a competitive edge as it 
moved into a knowledge-based economy.  

With a strong emphasis on practice-based learning, 
polytechnics offer the atmosphere, challenge and 
excitement of life in a tertiary institution. The courses 
offered are market-driven and career-oriented, leading 
students to fulfilling and rewarding careers as well as 
preparing them for further education, opening doors to 
professional career and other avenues for career 
advancement gaining recognition by professional 
bodies. 

With the polytechnics opening up also to adults and 
foreigners, it is inevitable that the classrooms in 
polytechnics are becoming significantly more diverse. 
Today’s classrooms are characterised by academic 
diversity (Darling Hammond, Wise, & Klein, 1999; 
Meier, 1995). For years, educators have dealt with 
issues related to meeting all students’ needs in their 
classroom.  

An effective way to accomplish this task is through 
differentiated instruction (Tomlinson, 2001). Practicing 
differentiated instruction includes an understanding of 
what makes learning of specific topics easy or difficult; 
the conceptions and preconceptions that students of 
different ages and backgrounds bring with them to the 
learning in the classrooms. Given that students are 
unlikely to appear before them as blank states, teachers 
would need knowledge of and adopt the strategies that 
are most likely to be fruitful in organizing and re-
organizing the understanding of their Learners. Balance 
between content and pedagogy is a persistent issue in 
teacher education programmes.  

The last decade has seen significant changes in the 
student population in various schools. Ruddell (2005) 
points out that increasingly, students represent diverse 
needs as they differ in different ways, for example, 
cultural background, social economic states, past 
learning experience and ethnicity. Gunzenhauser (1996) 
shared that students range in intellectual capacity, 
process capacity and learning orientation. Emotionally, 
students differ in terms of maturity, conformity and 
motivation. Socially, students differ in terms of family 
issues or social engagement preferences. Schools are 
welcoming increasing numbers of students from other 
countries, traditions, languages and cultures making 
high diversity classrooms one of the defining features of 
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schools. As students learning needs are getting more 
recognised, one of the many challenges is to look for 
ways that address these differing needs. 

We all know that the current school type classes and 
examinations that we have all been familiar with are not 
sufficient to maximise students learning. Responsive 
and innovative teaching processes that recognise a 
diversity of learning needs and styles needs to be  put in 
place to meet the changing needs of students. 
Differentiated instruction being a flexible learning 
system that takes into consideration students’ academic 
abilities is one solution for this. But are the teachers’ 
perception of differentiated instruction the same as what 
they are practicing in their classrooms? Are there any 
factors which are preventing the teachers from 
implementing differentiated instruction in their 
classrooms? 
 
Background 
 

In the current teaching and learning system in a 
polytechnic, a common set of teaching materials will be 
prepared for lesson delivery typically through lecture, 
tutorial or laboratory sessions. To enable students to 
achieve the learning outcomes of each specific subject, 
three broad areas are considered, namely, the 
curriculum, teaching strategies and assessment. The 
curriculum states the aim and objectives, the content 
and the skills and competencies required for the syllabi 
and the values and attitudes that the syllabi hope to 
impart to the students. Appropriate teaching strategies 
are designed for successful classroom delivery of the 
syllabi, using effecting teaching and learning materials. 
To evaluate if the students have learned what they have 
been taught, students will be tested through formative 
and summative assessments. 
 
Purpose of Study 
 

The Singapore education system has entered a phase 
with a greater focus on quality, more than quantity; new 
initiatives in pedagogy, curriculum and assessment, and 
re-structuring of higher education and education policies 
have also ensued. 

Singapore has reached a stage in the development of 
its education system where there is probably no single 
systematic solution that would bring about all the 
improvements that we need. There is a need to adopt a 
more differentiated approach, where different part of the 
system is allowed to respond to local needs and 
conditions. 

As today’s classrooms become more diversified, 
differentiated instruction referring to classroom 
practices focusing on student learning approaches, 
interests and prior knowledge (Benjamin, 2002) seems 
like a good match with the MOE's initiative. To ensure 
that the needs of different students in a classroom are 
well taken care of, differentiated instruction could be an 
adoptable approach in teaching as the major purpose of 
differentiated instruction is to maximize each student’s 
growth by meeting each student where he or she is. 

In this research, the focus will solely be on the 
teachers’ perspective on differentiating instructions. The 
research responses will be teachers’ accounts of how 
they did or did not differentiate instruction in their 
classrooms. I will not be making any reference to 
students’ assessment performance nor gather any 
feedbacks from students in the school. This exclusion is 
deliberate as any attempts to correlate the two would 
require an exhaustive, longitudinal study which is 
beyond the scope of my study. 

This research review was exploratory in nature and 
conducted to provide information to help a tertiary 
institution in their on-going efforts to enhance and 
support differentiated instruction to improve students 
learning. This paper does not attempt to capture readily 
applicable pedagogies as “procedures”, but instead 
attempts to document a range of perceptions, practices, 
processes and strategies shared by teachers that 
supported the implementation of differentiated 
instruction. More effectively, we will be documenting 
and then disseminating the findings within the 
jurisdiction for educators not involved in the research. 
 
Literature Review 
 

Differentiated instruction refers to classroom 
teaching and learning that are tailored to students with 
different learning methods and ability. It is not a new 
notion and teachers of the one-room schoolhouse have 
attempted to meet the needs of all students centuries ago 
(Anderson, 2007). Similarly, the main purpose of 
differentiated instruction is to help capitalize on the 
learning of each student by identifying and catering our 
teaching to their level of ability (Hall, Strangman & 
Meyer, 2011). Differentiating instruction means 
providing multiple tracks so that students of different 
aptitudes, interest or learning needs experience equally 
suitable ways to absorb, use, develop and present 
concepts as a part of the daily learning process. This 
means providing three or four different options for 
students in any given class. It allows students to take 
greater responsibility and ownership for their own 
learning, and provides opportunities for peer teaching 
and cooperative learning (Theroux, 2004). Readiness, 
learning styles and interest can be very different among 
students and even within an individual over time. In a 
differentiated classroom all students should have 
equally engaging learning activities. 

Differentiated instruction was regarded as a way of 
thinking about and approaching the planning and 
implementation of curriculum and instruction that 
recognizes that individual learners may have different 
levels of aptitude, achievement, interest, motivation, 
needs and ability (Tomlinson, 1995). The realities of 
student variance was acknowledged and accommodated 
by offering multiple possibilities and options for 
students to access curricular content, make sense of 
concepts and skills and make evident learning. 

To date, no specific or definitive model for 
differentiated instruction has been clearly established as 
best practice. Identifying student variance and selecting 
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students for participation in exclusive activities have 
been common practices for many years in schools. 

O’Brien & Guiney (2001) clearly enumerated the 
following as major principles of differentiated 
instruction: 
1) Every student can learn and every teacher can learn 
2) All students have the right to high quality education 
3) Progress for all students will be expected, recognised 
and rewarded 
4) Learners in a classroom have common needs, distinct 
needs, and individual needs. 

The curriculum should be built on what has already 
been learnt and experienced. It should also develop the 
knowledge and skills that students need to move on 
confidently through school and from school to the world 
of work and/or further education.   

Edyburn (2004) who agreed with Tomlinson (1999) 
mentioned in his article that teachers should focus on 
essentials in learning, should attend to student 
differences, should work together with students on 
learning, and should not isolate assessment from 
instruction. The teacher should constantly make changes 
to the content, process and products produced from 
learning. Teachers should also allow students to 
participate in respectful work while maintaining a 
flexible working rapport. 

 
Why Differentiated Instruction? 
 

In addition to difference in cognitive, emotional, 
physical, and communicative development, today’s 
classrooms are diverse with respect to culture, ethnicity, 
language and socioeconomic background. A typical 
classroom might consist of students from varied cultural 
background; students with different capability – some 
classified as gifted, some average while some who are 
below average; students with behavioural and medical 
conditions; students whose first language might not be 
the language of instruction; students with disabilities 
and special needs. These change in demographic creates 
new challenges for today’s educators. How can 
educators ensure that each and every student in their 
classroom learns and reach their highest level of 
achievement? 

For years, educators have dealt with issues related to 
meeting all students’ needs in their classrooms. 
Innovations around educational practices have been 
piloted in schools with the aim of improving students 
learning in noticeable and quantifiable ways. 
“We should explore if we can offer variations besides 
the core curriculum, that caters to the interests and 
aspirations of students who are keen to progress on a 
more applied and practice-oriented path of education” 
(Tharman, 2005). 

As Fullan and Pomfret (1977) pointed out, the actual 
use or putting into practice of a curriculum differs from 
the planned or intended use and is a phenomenon in its 
own rights. The purpose for differentiating teaching and 
practice is to increase the quality and quantity of 
instruction resulting in effective support for learning in 
classrooms. To effectively teach a range of students, 
teachers must exercise flexibility in the use of time, 

space, resources, student groupings and instructional 
exchange with learners. Teachers should not assume 
students are essentially similar in their learning needs, 
and cannot presume that teaching one topic in one way 
according to one timetable is a feasible practice 
(Tomlinson, 2005). 

In other words, differentiating instruction helps to 
bring one subject down to different levels for students at 
different starting points. By doing so, differentiated 
instruction has enough breadth and depth to demonstrate 
competence for fostering students’ deep understandings 
of content areas. 
 
Materials and Methods or pedagogy   
 

A mixed research approach which leverage on the 
complementary strengths of both the qualitative and 
quantitative research approaches was used for this 
study. Quantitative data collection was first conducted 
through survey questionnaires as a means to outline 
broad relationships from the data. Results from the 
quantitative findings were used as a guide for the 
selection of participants for the qualitative data 
collection. From the information discovered through 
quantitative surveys, qualitative methods were used to 
explore the said information further and the explanation 
that could only be uncovered through interviews. 

The survey is descriptive and exploratory in nature 
as well as designed to investigate teachers’ perception 
of differentiated instruction and whether they have 
implemented it in their classrooms. According to 
Krathwohl (1998), qualitative research is characterized 
by an inductive approach that begins with semi-
structured protocol and proceeds by exploring to find 
out what is significant in the situation by trying to 
understand and explain it. Krathwohl explained further 
by describing qualitative research as gathering data, 
describing situations of interest and letting the 
explanations emerge. The uniqueness of adopting the 
qualitative design in this study is that behaviors 
(teachers’ perceptions) are gathered in a natural setting 
and the process is studied as it occurs naturally.  

In this research, the descriptive data were collected 
over questionnaires and interviews which consisted of 
both open and close ended questions for content 
analysis and interpretations. Actual perceptions and 
experience of the teachers during the process of the 
interview would be presented descriptively. However, 
there would be no explanation as to why or how these 
teachers possessed such perceptions or experiences as it 
would be out of the scope of this study. As Oppenheim 
(1992) had suggested, descriptive surveys primarily 
report on how many members of a population have a 
certain opinion or characteristics or how frequent 
certain events occur together rather than explain the 
reasons or show the causal relationships between the 
different variables.  

In this research, triangulation of data was done via 
comparison of information over participants as well as 
comparison between the interviews and the 
questionnaire. 
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Structured Questionaires 
 

Prior to interviewing the teachers, a survey 
questionnaire was administered online to collect 
background information such as the mentor teachers’ 
previous experience as well as their expectations of 
implementing differentiated instruction in classrooms as 
well as preliminary data relative to each research 
questions.  

The questionnaire was divided into two main 
sections, “Demographics” questions and “Perceptions” 
questions. Both sections contained closed ended 
questions.  

The first section served to allow the participant to 
provide a profile of them and allows for a follow up if 
necessary. It comprised demographic questions such as 
designation and years of teaching experience. 

The second section consisting of the “perception” 
questions served to obtain the participants perceptions 
and views of differentiated instruction. The second 
section consisted of two parts. The first part in the 
second section comprised of a series of questions that 
used a four-point Likert scale (labeled “Strongly 
Disagree”, “Disagree”, “Agree”, “Strongly Agree”) with 
questions related to the participants’ views of the 
external factors related to their practicing of 
differentiated instruction in their classrooms. 

The second part of the second section comprised 
questions relating to the participants’ level of 
understanding of the elements of differentiated 
instruction. It allowed me to have a better understanding 
of the participants’ perception of the elements of 
differentiated instruction. 

The questionnaire survey was conducted through an 
electronic survey system. Questions were entered into 
the electronic survey system and a link together with the 
survey information was sent to the participants. Once 
the survey was closed, the survey system compiled and 
generated the data. The consolidated data was then used 
for analysis purpose.  

 
Semi-Structured Interviews  
 

A series of in-depth interviews (appendix 2) for 
selected teachers were conducted over a period of two 
months to gather the teachers’ responses relative to each 
research questions. Face to face interviews for each 
participant were conducted to obtain main data for this 
study because such interviews have been considered the 
most reliable method for collecting attitudinal and 
opinion from some special group population group 
(Weinberg, 1988). 

The questions were divided into three categories, 
staff perception and practice of differentiated instruction 
in their classrooms, support provided by the school to 
the staff for the implementation of differentiated 
instruction and barriers and obstacles which prevents 
staff from implementing differentiated instruction or 
encountered by the staff during the implementation of 
differentiated instruction in their classrooms. 

Time was set aside to meet informally with each 
teacher. Each teacher was asked to reflect on their own 

lesson or activity conducted in the classroom and share 
if those activities differentiated instruction. Teachers 
were also asked on how they think the school had 
supported them in terms of implementing differentiated 
instruction in their classrooms.  

All conversations were informal, yet informative as 
the teachers share how they each planned for instruction 
based on the needs of their students. 
 
Sampling 
 

For this research, the main group of participants was 
the teachers teaching in a tertiary institution in 
Singapore. An ideal population will be all higher 
education institution teachers. However, because of the 
different course structure, such generalization would not 
be justifiable. 

The suitability of the participants was also one 
considering factor during the selection process. Based 
on the answers given by the participants through the 
survey questionnaire, I had selected the participants who 
have indicated that they understood what differentiated 
instruction is and either did not practice or have 
practiced or wanted to practice differentiated instruction 
in their classrooms for the semi-structured interview. 

All teacher participants who were chosen through 
this purposive sampling should ideally have at least 2 
years of teaching experience in the tertiary institution 
and will also have a basic and common understanding 
of what differentiated instruction is. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 

The following tables represent the specific 
information about the participants that is important to 
acknowledge based on the research questions. 

 
Table 1: Teaching Experience of teachers 

Teaching 
Experience 

Response 
Percentage 

(%) 

Response 
Count 

Less than 2 years 8.4 2 

2 to 5 years 25 4 

6 to 10 years 33.3 3 

More than 10 years 33.3 3 

 
Table 2: Implementation of Differentiated Instructions 

in Classrooms by Teaching Experience 
Teaching 

Experience 
Response 

Percentage 
(%) 

Response 
Count 

 Yes No Yes No 
Less than 2 years 0 100 0 2 
2 to 5 years 50 50 2 2 
6 to 10 years 100 0 3 0 
More than 10 years 66.7 33.3 2 1 
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The table illustrates that both teachers with teaching 
experience of less than two years did not implement 
differentiated instruction in his or her classroom. Half of 
the teachers with two to five years of teaching 
experience had implemented differentiated instruction 
in their classrooms. Out of the three teachers with six to 
10 years of teaching experience, all had implemented 
differentiated instruction in their classrooms. One out of 
the three teachers with more than 10 years of teaching 
experience did not implement differentiated instruction 
in their classrooms. 

Based on the quantitative findings above, the 
following hypothesis was formulated: “Teachers who 
have more teaching experience will have a higher level 
of implementation of the overall process of 
differentiated instruction.“ 

This hypothesis looked for a comparison within two 
groups: participants who have more than five years of 
teaching experience as compared to participants with 
less than five years of teaching experience. Based on the 
responses from the survey results, participants were 
divided into two groups for the purpose of examining 
this hypothesis: “I have implemented differentiated 
instruction” and “I have not implemented differentiated 
instruction”. Of the 12 responses, seven reported that 
they have implemented differentiated instruction in their 
classrooms while five reported that they had not 
implemented differentiated instruction in their 
classrooms. 

Out of the seven who responded that they have 
implemented differentiated instruction in their 
classrooms, five had more than five years of teaching 
experience. The results of the analysis indicated that 
more participants with more than five years of teaching 
experience had reported that they had implemented 
differentiated instruction in their classrooms. In other 
words, years of teaching experience does affect the 
probability of implementing differentiated instructions 
in the classrooms. 

Having said that, there were a few limitations that 
could have affected the validity of this research. First 
would be the sample size. With the small numbers from 
each group of interest, it might not be representative 
enough to give an accurate conclusion. Secondly, 
honesty could have threatened the internal validity of 
the research. Teachers may have been hesitant to 
articulate their limited ability of implementing 
differentiated instruction in the classroom. 

It is a known fact that differentiated instruction can 
help students achieve their individual utmost potential. 
However, it is not a framework which can be 
understood and implemented easily.  

According to the research findings, most of the 
teacher participants had a good understanding of 
differentiated instruction and were fully aware that 
differentiated instruction is a useful tool for classroom 
teaching. But due to the lack of time, the teachers felt 
that it would be difficult for them to keep up with all the 
work needed to prepare for the implementation of 
differentiated instruction in their classrooms. Most had 
highlighted that it would be useful if they had received 

better support in terms of non-teaching tasks, for 
example, administrative work. 

Before the school decides to make differentiated 
instruction mandatory, it is essential to understand the 
extent to which teachers understand differentiated 
instruction prior to implementing any changes and 
training. Various factors, such as lack of planning time 
and materials are the major barriers in the 
implementation of these instructional models and 
strategies. The implementation of differentiated 
instruction can be inconsistent so it is important to 
survey teachers as a way to assess their understanding 
of key strategies to improve instruction. 

No general conclusions can be drawn because the 
study was limited to only twelve teachers but the data 
has provided a good perspective of teachers’ 
understanding of differentiated instruction and what are 
some of the barriers and obstacles which could have 
prevented them from implementing or further practice 
differentiated instruction in their classrooms. 

It would be most ideal if this study could be carried 
out over a longer period of time so as to track the 
development of differentiated instruction for the 
teachers. In addition, while effort is being made to 
ensure the reliability and validity of this study, 
generalization of the results cannot be made due to the 
small sample size and the inductive procedures used to 
interpret the data. 
 
Conclusions 
 

From the questionnaire responses, and the 
interviews, all teachers felt that they need to examine 
their own teaching approaches and techniques, attitudes 
as well as subject matter knowledge in greater depth and 
more critically than they normally do in order to 
implement differentiated instruction in their classroom. 
This will result in them re-examining and modifying 
their overall philosophy of teaching, pedagogical 
knowledge, content knowledge and even behaviour in 
the classroom. 

As shared by Tomlinson, et al (1994), beginning 
teachers tend to focus more on classroom management 
issues and instructional planning during the early years 
of their teaching experience, making it difficult to focus 
on differentiating instruction to meet students’ needs. 
This is exactly what some of the younger teachers had 
mentioned during the interview. Mature teachers, with 
more teaching experience, tend to have better teaching 
skills to handle the art of differentiating instruction.  

The data reported in this study indicated that all 
teachers have a good understanding of differentiated 
instruction and also feel that differentiated instruction is 
beneficial to their students. Overall, time is the main 
factor which is stopping some of them from 
implementing differentiated instruction in their 
classrooms. 
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Abstract 
 

As an activity of faculty development, improving 
our lecture skills; for example, lecture construction 
and behavior in a lecture, we attend lectures to learn 
the teaching techniques or be watched by the others 
giving comments that held in several Kosen and 
university as well. But if we suddenly think to need 
any ideas or methods of teaching, we could not get 
them easily and with fully satisfied due to the limit of 
time and occasion to learn. Before we created the 
tools, which help teachers to learn teaching 
techniques, we set three directions. The first 
direction is user can use the tool wherever and 
whenever they want. The second is contents have 
concrete and practical teaching methods that a user 
can use them in the class as soon as possible. The 
third is the system develops the educational archives, 
which are classified by the lecture hints. In this 
reason, we created the website that contains videos 
Kosen teachers talking about useful teaching 
methods that they are using in a class. In this paper, 
we explain the characteristics and contents of the 
websites we made. We collected videos from 27 
teachers working for Kosen and Toyohashi 
University of Technology who have a special or 
useful teaching method whole of Japan. They’re 
teaching different subjects, Japanese, English, 
Chemistry, Engineering and more. We went there 
where they work and took an interview of a teaching 
method with recording. We edited these interview 
data into a short movie, from 1 to 3 minutes, because 
users don’t avoid watching for taking long time. 
After editing, we classified them into five categories, 
Lecture Planning, Lecture Preparation, Lecture 
Structure, Attitude in Lecture, and Grading. These 
interview videos were published online and users 
watch the videos on each teaching categories and 
search the movie what they want on the top page. 
 
Keywords: ICT, Teaching Methods, VTR Archives, 
Lecture Construction, Lecture Preparation, Bahavior in 
Lecture 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 

 Most of the teachers belong to National Institute of 
Technology, Kosen, are not specialised in education, 
despite one of the purposes of Kosen is to provide 
higher education where teachers teach specific 
engineering subjects; for example, Mechanics, 
Electronics, Civil Engineering and others, to students, 
who enter Kosen at 15 years old. The statement in the 
annual plan of National Institute of Technology 
Organization describes that the ratio of teachers that 
have various social background do not have to be under 
60 percent, because of guaranteeing the higher ability 
level of teachers through the original selecting method 
or acceptance situation of each Kosen College. The 
meaning of “having various social background” is the 
experience that a person had worked at a university or a 
company or stayed at overseas over one year as a 
researcher. This planning seems to shift Kosen to 
improve the multi-diversity system for Kosen education. 
However, the teacher having a experience to have 
taught their subjects in a university would be confused 
the difference of the academic knowledge level and the 
mental development stage between Kosen students and 
university’s when they have a first experience standing 
in front of Kosen student. The works that they teach to 
subordinates and research at overseas are not similar 
with work at Kosen. 

The syllabus has been already created, which 
includes the purpose, the goal and planning at two or 
three months before the new season starts. In this 

Figure 1 The directions of our educational activity 
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occasion, the first-year teachers have to teach the 
subject following that syllabus, which they didn’t write. 
In addition, they don’t have any opportunities to learn 
the skill of writing on a blackboard, asking questions to 
students, method of creating a exam and how to deal 
with the student trouble behaviors before they attend the 
workshop for first-year teachers. Therefor, the first-year 
teachers hired by Kosen don’t have enough chances to 
learn educational methods and skills before teaching 
their subjects in class. They learn some classroom skills; 
for example, setting lecture purpose, goal, planning and 
evaluating grades and even in the lecture structure, 
introduction, main body and conclusion, and attitude in 
lecture, asking questions, dealing trouble behavior 
through the class, that means they learn these skills as 
On-Job-Training style.  

Most of all Kosen colleges offer some activities of 
faculty development.  Students evaluate the lecture at 
the end of the semester and teachers observe the other 
teachers lecture and give some comments are one of the 
FD activity in Kosen. Although teachers find some 
modifying points from them, these are not useful 
information for teachers because of based on the 
observed teacher view advices, not teacher-centre.  
Consequently, there are not enough occasions to 
improve their educational skills getting from the 
information and FD activities. 

 On the other hand, some teachers that have several 
and advantaged educational skills and methods in a 
class work for each Kosen, but these skills are not 
shared with others in organised FD activities, only 
shared with personalised advice on each other. We 

suppose a reason not to be shared these abilities is 

difficult to find the time to discuss with them because 
teachers are so busy to do their jobs. And lacking a 
confidential relationship between teachers prevents 
sharing these skills. 

 According to these backgrounds, senior teachers 
introduce lecture skills to junior teachers as an FD 
activity in recent years (Senichi U., 2008). We consider 
that these activities should be expanded to the whole of 
Kosen organization that would improve teachers’ 
educational skills. In this research as one of the systems 
sharing educational skills, we created Lecture Skill Tool 
on the web. This tool contains VTR that interviewed 
teachers, who have advanced educational skills work for 
Kosen. We recorded these interviews, and after that, we 
edited them and uploaded on a website we created 
originally. Our activity is able to provide practical skills 
and methods for a class to all Kosen teachers. 
 
Activities   
 
Characteristics of lecture skills and methods 

We created the tool to supply skills and methods 
efficiently to teachers, who try to do better lecture and 
improve their lectures.  

The characteristics of our system have below 
directions (Figure 1),  
1) Teachers can use the system whenever and wherever 

they want. 
2) The contents include practical skills, and teachers are 

able to use them in a class 
3) The system develops the educational archives, which 

are classified by the lecture hints  

Figure 2 The educational effectiveness of our educational activity to being relationship between senior teachers and 
junior teachers, and students in Kosen. 

Senior Teachers

Junior Teachers

Students
Lecture Skill Tool

（Web）
Providing
Lecture Skills

－Extra Effectiveness 1－
・Taking Time for Advising Daily Life Guidance
・Taking Time for Research Activity

－Effectiveness－
・Providing Satisfaction for Lecture
・Providing Higher Advanced Lecture

－Extra Effectiveness 2－
・Activating at Educational Community  
   (Discussion of Lecture Teaching)

・Promoting the Efficiency at Educational Community
   (Discussion of Class Management, Daily Life Guidance)

Providing 
Contens
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Most of the teachers rely on the FD activity, 
observing other teacher lecture and the evaluation from 
students held in each Kosen College. But teachers don’t 
have enough time to observe the class and discuss the 
lecture skills each other due to being busy for preparing 
own lecture materials and other school works. The 
evaluation from students has a useful to improve our 
educational skills, whereas a part of this evaluation 
doesn’t have high reliability for data. 

Comparing previous FD activities, our tool can 
provide the practical advice and skills in a class by the 
VTR, ICT method and teachers can access them on the 
website. Teachers can take several types of educational 
skills in class from this tool when they want to know 
them or struggle with education.  

 
Anticipated effect 

If teachers use this tool, firstly, the quality of lecture 
would be expected to be advanced (Figure. 2). Secondly, 

we suppose that the communication opportunity to 
discuss with each other and work-sharing would 
increase because using this FD supporting tool leads the 
discussion of the educational problems and methods on 
a face to face. And thirdly, we avoid missing the 
advanced teaching skills and methods, which each 
teacher has developed, due to recording and collecting 
these skills in the interviews and digital archives. 
 
Methodology of FD supporting system 

We collected some information from colleagues who 
have an advanced teaching skill in Kosen College. After 
collecting information, we selected the teacher to 
interview, manage the schedule and go to meet him/her 
to talk and record the interview. We collected some 
materials that teachers use in class for supporting the 
smoothly understanding. The server of this system is 
setting on the Toyota College.  
 
Process of FD supporting system 
 
   Methodology of Interview 

After permitting the recording interview, we mainly 
asked the characteristics of teaching skills, the reason 
for introducing these skills, the effect of them to 
improve the class. We used the video camera, which 
was sold in an electrical shop to record the interview 
from the front of the interviewee. We recorded the 
interview from one hour to one and half hour about 
teaching skills, in addition, we collected opinions how 
to teach their subjects to students or how Kosen teacher 
should be. We also collected the supporting materials, 
which is a handout, by recorded as a photo. 

 
  Classification of teaching skill 

We picked up 12 practical teaching skills based on 
our experience. These skills were managed five 
categories according to “students and teachers” 
(Institute for Development of Higher Education, 1971). 
“Lecture Planning” is used as the skill to create 
syllabus; for example, long-term, middle-term and 
short-term lecture plan. “Lecture Preparation” is the 
skill to prepare the lecture; for example, quiz, handout 
and extra materials. “Lecture Structure” is the structure, 
introduction, main body and conclusion, in one lecture. 
“Attitude in Lecture” includes the behavior, voice tone 
and news topics teacher talks in the lecture. The last 
skill is “Grading” that contains the homework, quiz and 
evaluation.  

 
   Editing 

The VTR recorded the interview were classified as 
each five teaching skills. The most of VTR were edited 
to short length, one to three minutes, in order to watch 
easier for users. Some VTR added a subscript to clarify 
a main idea of what teacher said. 

 
Web Design 

We created the web page to show edited VTR files. 
We designed the web page as users can access to VTR, 
which they want to watch, through both kinds of routes, 
teacher’s name searching-route or skill route (Figure 3). 

Fig 3 Top Page of Tool for Teaching skills and 
methods we originally created on a web. 

Figure 4 VTR contents on Lecture Method Tool 
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The purpose, structure and classification of this FD 
activity put on the top page of this web page; that offers 
the first user to surf easily. The abstract of VTR put 
above the VTR movie to understand fluently (Figure 4). 
In addition, we add the search engine to find skills in 
this web page easily. This search engine improves the 
tool accessibility, so user access skills smoothly. 
 
Collecting Contents 

We interviewed 27 teachers have a various academic 
field. 14 teachers are working for the Department of 
Liberal Arts and others are a specific field; for example, 
Mechanics, Electronics and Chemistry and so on 
(Figure 5). That means we collected teaching skills 
covered almost all of Kosen educational field. If a 
teacher wants to know their field, they can access to it.   

We collected 78 contents provided from 27 teachers 
and still are collecting (Table 1). The skill of most 
collecting contents is “Attitude in Lecture”, 22 contents. 
There are many skills to have a relationship with 
students in a class. A teacher talked us the developing 
reliable relationship between students and teacher is one 
of the essential matter to teach in class. Makoto K. & 
Yoshitaka M. (2014) also described that having a 
communication between students and teachers, which 
they collected student opinions and questions by using 
the student opinion sheet at the end of every lecture, let 
students improving the satisfaction with the lecture. We 
suppose that teachers provide not only knowledge but 
also encourage the spontaneous behavior to study for 
students that are the most effective skill in class.  

 The second number of contents, 17, we collected is 
“Preparation for Lecture”. Six teachers prepare the 
handout as preparation for a lecture. The reason for it is 
to reduce the writing time to copy words on a 
blackboard and they can use that time to solve the extra 
quizzes. Although making a handout makes a load of 
teachers, once making it, a teacher only modifies light 
mistakes continuously. So the handout promotes the 
understanding of lecture for students and that is the one  

of the sustainable development teaching skill for 
teachers. 
 
Conclusion 
 

We’ve done the faculty development activity, 
creating a new tool for educational development for 
teachers, in order to share those skills and improve their 
teaching skills for all of Kosen teachers. We also 
decided the three directions of this system, 1) Teachers 
can use the system whenever and wherever they want, 
2) The contents include a practical skills, and teachers 
are able to use them in class, and 3) The system 
develops the educational archives, which are classified 
by the lecture hints.   We collected many VTR contents 
that include advanced teaching skills in class from a 
various academic field in Kosen. After collecting those,  
 we edited them to a short movie VTR and uploaded to 
the website we made and contains both access routes, 
skill-searching route and teacher-searching route, for 
users want to reach a content. According to the data, 
many teachers have an effort to prepare their original 
handout and extra materials to enhance the 
understanding of lecture contents for students.These 
data and analysis provide the useful and important 
information for developing FD activity. And we realised 
that creating the reliable relationship between teacher 
and students in a class is one of the effective educational 
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skills not only in a lecture but also class management 
and daily life guidance. 
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Abstract 
 

The paper describes the CDIO based redesign of 
Turku University of Applied Sciences based in 
Chemical Engineering programme. The process was 
started in 2012 with a self-assessment procedure and 
continued through various stages to a redesigned 
curriculum in 2014. The greatest challenge in the 
redesign work was to keep the focus on and strive for 
larger modules which cover all general engineering 
as well as innovation competences. The aim of this 
paper is to describe the redesign process and 
elements that constituted the new curricula.  
 
Keywords: CDIO, curriculum, redesign, Chemical and 
Materials Engineering, self-assessment 
 
Introduction 
 

During the past decades engineering education has 
been widely criticized as the focus has been on 
theoretical studies instead of practical work. Figure 1. 
Engineers need both these skills as well as interpersonal 
skills. This common viewpoint has been adopted in the 
Chemical and Materials Engineering education in 
TUAS. The chosen CDIO framework is widely 
considered a working solution for improving 
engineering students’ work life skills.  

The CDIO model was initially developed as a 
Swedish-American university collaboration with the 
initialization from the industry and is now continuing as 
an international network developing the engineering 
education worldwide. TUAS has been an active 
participant in the network and the CDIO model is 
implemented trough the educations in the University of 
Applied Sciences. The curricula development work at 
Chemical and Materials Engineering started as a part of 
the department development work combined with the 
messages received from industry. The existing 
traditional curriculum was no longer sufficient to 
address the contemporary industry concerns for 
improved graduate competency. The curriculum was 
fragmented and concentrated on specific subjects rather 
than larger entities developing holistic views. The need 
was for improved professional skills such as critical 

thinking, problem solving and interpersonal skills. By 
implementing the CDIO model the goal was to renew 
the education and to develop the teaching methods to 
activate the students learning. The active learning can 
more effectively take place in premises planned for this 
rather than traditional classrooms.  

 

  
 
Figure 1. Development of Engineering Education 

from the 1950s to 2000. Costa (2014) 
 
Materials and Methods or pedagogy   
 

CDIO is a model where the aim is to develop and 
renew the engineering education by integration of 
various subjects and topics. A CDIO-based curriculum 
is organized around the disciplines, but with CDIO 
activities interwoven. Traditionally have mathematical 
subjects been placed in the early stage of the curriculum 
as the professional subjects deepening the engineering 
know-how have been placed in the end of the studies. 
The goal of CDIO (conceive, design, implement, 
operate) is to provide the engineering students with a 
holistic view of the professional know-hows they will 
need in their future work.  

At the first stage (conceive) should an evaluation of 
the start point be made. The real problems the students 
are dealing with have to be identified. At the next stage 
(design) are plans for solving these problems made and 
analyzed. At the third stage (implement) are the planned 
solutions tested and the best performing is chosen to be 
used. The whole process culminates in the final stage 
(operate) where the chosen solution method is used for 
problem solving and the results processed and recycled. 
In real life industrial processes are problems rarely 
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connected to only one issue rather joint effects of 
several issues cause the problem. This is why the 
education should consist of projects including 
interdisciplinary subjects. Stenroos-Vuorio ed. (2012) 
found that the content of the education can be described 
by three pinpoints.  

 
• Deep knowledge of technical fundamentals 
• Ability to work as an engineer (developing, 

leading and collaborating) 
• Understanding the importance and strategic 

impact of research and product development 
 

The redesign process 
 
The redesign process started 2012 with a self-

assessment of the present state. Figure 2. Table 1. The 
staff worked in small groups collecting information and 
knowledge about good practices and strengths in the 
education. Student representatives were part of each 
small team and gave their input to the curricula redesign 
work. The goal of the redesign was defined as well as 
the actions to achieve the goal.  

 
 

 
 
Figure 2 and Table 1. Results of the first self-

assessment in Chemical Engineering 2012. 
 

  
 
The results of the first self-assessment made in 

Chemical and Materials Engineering indicate a general 
score between levels 1 and 2. Levels 1 and 2 indicate 
that the degree program recognizes the need and has a 
process made up for the change. Level 3 corresponding 
to a started process was only reached in standard 2, 
Introduction to engineering. This was due to the fact 

that the whole curricula redesign process started here 
one year earlier. A new self-assessment will take place 
in fall 2015. 

As the next step in the redesign work the 
representatives from industry were contacted. They 
were asked for input of up-to-date competences to be 
included in the new curricula. A summary of the input is 
presented below. 

 
• Defined competences; technical knowledge,  
communicational skills, problem solving, creativity  
etc. 
• Integrated curriculum; different courses should   
connect to each other and support the versatile 
learning.  
• Learning environments should be planned to 
enhance hands on learning, interactivity and 
cooperative learning 
• Integrated learning experiences and active 
learning, methods, brain storming, analysis etc. 
• Education of the teachers, pedagogical skills vs. 
competences required in the industry, development 
of teaching methods 
 
Industry representatives were a part of the whole 

process as the curricula was presented to them regularly 
during the entire development process. As the required 
competences were identified we faced the fact that they 
were hard to include into the curricula as such. This has 
also been noticed before and pointed out in the literature 
by Schrey-Niemenmaa, Karhu, Ristola and Sirkjärvi 
(2010). Several competences require both contextual 
and methodological learning. 

Apart from the curriculum redesign aspects related 
to methodology, a new strategy for TUAS was designed 
in spring 2015. The changes made in the curricula are 
well justified as the strategy was explored more closely. 
The strategy define our operational method as to create 
an innopeda® based learning continuum, which 
combines learning and applied research, development 
and innovation activities with development needs of 
working life. In addition to competence-based degree 
education our learning continuum include development 
targeted at working life and services for life-long 
learning. Our learning environments in the future 
consist of our working life partners, the state of art 
laboratories and exercise premises which act as our 
students’ workplaces, used and developed in 
cooperation with working life and virtual environments. 
Traditional lecture based teaching in classrooms will be 
renounced. 

The aim has been to increase the amount of project 
activities in the laboratory environment. The program 
includes several student projects complemented by 
internships in industry, and features active, 
experimental, and group learning in both the classroom 
and a modern learning workshop-laboratory. This is 
more discussed by Sutherland and Bonwell, 1996; Hall, 
Waitz, Brodeur, Soderholm and Nasr 2002. The projects 
can be working-life oriented development projects or in-
house research projects. The main thing is that the 
actors in the projects will be students as employees and 
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teachers as trainers. The education is moving from the 
traditional theoretical classrooms into more 
educationally inspiring premises. Figures 3. & 4. 
Present the study environment at TUAS Salo campus. 
The change process from the theoretical classrooms at 
Turku campus is still ongoing but will take a major step 
forward during 2015.  

 

 
 
Figure 3. Brainstorming and training room at Turku 

University of Applied Sciences, Salo campus.  
 

 
 
Figure 4.  A computer classroom at TUAS Salo 

campus. 
 
The next step towards a renewed curriculum in 

Chemical and Materials Engineering was taken in fall 
2012. A first-year theoretical study module was 
replaced a CDIO based project, introduction to 
engineering. Learning was taken out of classrooms and 
brought on via teamwork and practical problem solving. 
This change was the first concrete opportunity for both 
students and teachers to learn how to work within the 
CDIO framework. The good experiences and feedback 
gained from the first year CDIO introduction project 
encouraged to proceed in the same direction. The first 
year introduction project was planned to give students a 
realistic picture of what they are studying and 
motivating them in the longer run.  

This rather small step where only a part of the 
curriculum was changed followed 2014 by a larger step 
where the whole curricula for Chemical and Materials 
Engineering changed towards the CDIO model. The 
crucial change in the curriculum was the competence 
based curricula. In a competence base curricula will the 
learning gain as long as competences gathered in 

projects are combined with knowledge from theoretical 
studies and training sessions. According to the CDIO 
model is a large interdisciplinary project, capstone 
project, planned to the third year. The model was 
slightly modified and larger projects were planned to 
both second and the third year studies. These projects, 
often implemented in collaboration with real-life R&D, 
include studies in English language communication and 
professional growth as integrated elements. The amount 
of free eligible subjects in the new curriculum increased 
from 15 to 30 CTS. This gives the students the 
possibility to broaden their education with subjects 
closely related to their main interest. The basic studies 
are in entities of 5 CTS and the more advanced studies 
in the third and fourth year are in modules of 15 CTS. 

The redesign of the curriculum naturally results in 
changes also for the personnel. The projects are from 
the staff point of view mostly accomplished as joint 
efforts between two or more teachers as well as 
representatives from various companies. Interpersonal 
skills, active learning, active teaching are qualities also 
needed among the staff. As the new curriculum is 
mostly project based and several subjects are integrated 
in one project has the collaboration between the staff 
members increased considerably. During years 2014 
and 2015 have several internal training sessions been 
organized to the personnel in order to introduce teaching 
and pedagogical methods frequently used within CDIO. 
A change from a more traditional teacher into an 
invigorating coach does not take place overnight and 
require education as well as support from the employer. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 

After one year of work with the redesigned 
curriculum several observations can be made. Only the 
first year students follow the new curriculum as the rest 
of the department students follow the old curriculum. 
This is naturally challenging but mostly for the 
personnel. This issue will decrease as majority of the 
study program will within a couple of years follow the 
redesigned curriculum. The introduction to engineering 
project for the first year students resulted in amazing 
results and pleased comments from industry involved. 
The feedback from both students and the personnel has 
generally been positive and enthusiastic. 

A self-assessment will be done in fall 2015. The 
general level recorded to 1,5 at 2012 has come up as 
several actions towards a curriculum according to CDIO 
model have been made. Actions taken during the 
redesign process indicate that considering the 
requirements stated in the CDIO standard can the 
current level of Chemical and Materials Engineering be 
3; Implementation of the plan is underway across the 
program. The self-assessment is a good tool for 
improving quality assurance in higher education and 
will be used on a regular basis. 
 
Conclusions 
 

This paper focused on the redesign process of the 
curriculum in Chemical and Materials Engineering. The 
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change from a highly detailed, fragmented and 
classroom based curriculum towards a flexible and 
working life connected, project based curriculum is 
remarkable. Survey results from spring 2015 indicate 
that the CDIO based learning has received positive 
feedback among the students. The new teaching 
techniques are welcomed and highly appreciated.  

The challenge of the future is to find innovative 
ways to make double duty of teaching time so that the 
students develop deeper working knowledge of the 
technical fundamentals while simultaneously learning 
CDIO skills. This still requires changes and fine tuning 
in curricular structures but also exploiting additional 
campus learning opportunities, development of new 
teaching materials and integration of new teaching 
techniques. The mindset is right and personnel is highly 
motivated in accomplishing this change as the planning 
is done as a joint effort. 
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Abstract 
 

In this study, a three-day interview conducted by 
the homeroom teacher―the author―with a first-
year student named “S,” who was the only student 
that had failed the General English course. The 
interview was held in March 2015, in the spring 
break, after the completion of the first year (April 
2014―February 2015). The break between school 
years allowed the teacher and student to optimally 
utilize the time for the interview. During this 
interview, S’s learning mindset with regard to 
learning English was reflected upon to analyze his 
English proficiency. Further, this study was 
conducted to design tangible action plans to support 
S in the subsequent year’s English class to be taught 
by the author. 
 
Keywords: reflections, learning mindset, classroom 
research, action plans 
 
Introduction 
 

Of the 40 students in the author’s homeroom, Class1, 
only one student named S, failed in the subject General 
English, which was taught as one of the first-year 
subjects at NIT, Hakodate Collage in 2014. This subject 
was taught by an English associate professor, who has a 
six-year teaching experience in the subject. Table 1 
shows the examination pass rate for 201 students from 
five different classes. Scores were allotted out of 100 
points. 

 
Table 1: The examination pass rate for General English 
in 2014 (Note: SD = standard deviation) 

 

S’s final score was 50 points, i.e., 10 points less than 
the qualifying mark. The teacher undertook 
supplementary study with him and assigned extra tests. 
Despite the additional attention paid to him, he did not 
achieve the required points of 60. Although the author is 
an English teacher, she was not assigned to teach 
English to her homeroom. Therefore, as a homeroom 
teacher, at the time of clean-up duty, and after class, the 
author undertook additional work with S and others who 
had experienced difficulty in passing the required 
subjects. However, the observation time was limited and 
it was difficult to allocate more time considering the 
requirements forming part of the teacher’s duty and the 
need to care for the other students.  

Unfortunately, S did not pass English test despite 
being allowed to move up in the curriculum. As per the 
requirements (N.I.T., Hakodate College, 2014, pp.109-
115), he will have to pass and extra supplementary test 
over the next two years or face expulsion from the 
school. Following the decision to allow him to advance 
to the second year at the final teachers’ meeting, the 
author asked S for a three-day-interview to counsel S 
for the second General English makeup test. The 
interview was held during spring break in March 2015 
after the completion of the first year (April 
2014―February 2015), as the break between the school 
years allowed both the teacher and student to make 
optimum use of time for the interview, without 
pressures of the school curriculum schedule. During the 
interview, which was conducted with S’s consent, a 
review of his mindset with regard to learning English 
was conducted, so as to analyze his English proficiency 
and his attitude toward learning English; through this 
review, tangible action plans will be designed to support 
him in the subsequent year’s English. The author will be 
his new English teacher.  

 
 

Findings from the Interview 
 
(1) S’s History with Learning English 

 For three years, S studied English at a junior high 
school for four hours a week. He has not learnt English 
through private lessons or at a cram school. He could 
comprehend the English curriculum well until the 
second year of junior high school, at which point his 
English score was higher than the class average. 
However, at the start of the third year, he began to face 
challenges in studying English. Moreover, he knew that 
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other classmates had started learning English at cram 
schools after school. In April that year, S fell behind in 
English lessons at school. The grammar concept that he 
found highly challenging was usage of the passive voice. 
According to Nakamori (2009, pp.162-175), most 
Japanese learners find it difficult to change from the 
active voice to the passive voice by swapping the 
subject and object of a sentence. Although S could not 
understand the rule, he did not attempt to understand it, 
because until then, he had managed to study English 
without having to extend any extra effort.  

 When asked about the tasks he found difficult, S 
nominated reading comprehension, and composition. Of 
the four skills, he ranked writing, reading, speaking, and 
listening as his order of difficulty. He recalled an 
English lesson held at the end of his junior high school, 
in which he was given very difficult questions and only 
received a score of 30 out of 100 points. Since then, he 
became anxious about his inability to answer English 
questions at more advanced levels in upper schools. 

 At N.I.T., Hakodate College, he became more 
confident with English subjects than with Mathematics. 
However, he was unable to pass the English tests 
because he did not review the lessons at home after 
school. His old classmates from his junior high school 
were surprised by his failure. 

 
(2) S’s Attitude toward learning English 

 During the three-day-interview, the author assisted 
S with a review of grammar questions from the sentence 
pattern drills using the first-year textbook (2013). He 
was observed to rush through his answers without 
thoroughly reading hints of the questions. He would 
spend only a few seconds in thinking about his answer 
before writing it down. After finishing the questions, he 
did not review his answers before asking for the 
corrections. Moreover, he told the author that he 
considered it a waste of time to review all the answers. 
He would review the only incorrect parts after checking 
the answers. He tended to place emphasis on the results 
rather than the thought process required for learning 
English.  

 In questions related to defining the elements of 
sentences, he made the same mistake four times by 
confusing complements with modifiers. When the 
author asked him to outline a sorting rule for modifiers, 
he recognized that prepositions were included as 
modifiers. By suggesting that he think deductively, he 
was able to pay attention to subject-complement and 
object-complement relationship. After this discussion, 
he did not make any further mistakes in the questions. 

 
(3) S’s pencil grip 

 Figure 1 shows the way S uses a pencil and 
chopsticks. Figure 2 illustrates the correct way to write 
using a pencil as suggested on a Japanese stationery 
company’s homepage (2015). Figure 3 displays the 
correct way to use chopsticks as suggested on a 
Japanese cooking homepage (2015). When observing 
his writing, he often shook his head and shoulders 
during writing on a note. To hold a pencil, he had 
exerted extra pressure through his right thumb to keep 

the pencil between the index finger and thumb of his 
right hand. The author demonstrated the correct way to 
hold a pencil with three fingers―the index finger, 
middle finger and thumb―assisted by the fourth and the 
fifth fingers; however, he found this technique 
uncomfortable to use. Takahashi (2005, pp.1-11) 
indicated that holding a pencil or chopsticks incorrectly 
can cause extra stress on the fingers, arms, and 
shoulders of the user. If he continues to write in his 
original way rather than mastering the correct way of 
holding a pencil, he may be placing extra pressure on 
his right thumb to control the pencil, which can cause 
unnecessary strain on his right arm, shoulders, and his 
neck. Miyamae, Sonoda, et al. (1986, pp.61-65) stated 
that an incorrect pencil grip can lead to slow writing 
speeds compared with others using the correct method. 
According to Heath & Heath (2013, pp.8-12), when 
people exhaust their self-control, they experience a 
depletion in the mental capability required to think 
creatively, focus, inhibit their impulses, and persist in 
the face of frustration or failure. S was observed to be 
exhausting himself mentally―more so than other 
students―when using the pencil in his original style. 
Consequently, he may have been too exhausted to 
review his work. 

 

 

 
 

 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Suggested way to hold a pencil 

Figure 3: Suggested way to hold chopsticks 

Figure 1: Student S’s way of using a pencil and chopsticks 
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(4) S’s English pronunciation skills 
Using the software GlobalvoiceCALL2, produced 

by HOYA Service Corporation, his oral reading 
performance was objectively checked. Figure 4 provides 
an example of the pronunciation feedback analysed 
using the software. His English pronunciation was 
evaluated as average. He had no difficulty in reading 
sentences aloud with correct rhythm.  

S liked having his English pronunciation evaluated 
using this software, as it provided a visual of both the 
strong and weak points of his English pronunciation 
through numbers and graphs. Therefore, he could 
determine the next step to improving his pronunciation 
skills by studying the figures. 

 

Figure4: Analytical Result of Student S’s English 
pronunciation using GlobalvoiceCaLL2 

 
 
Analysis of S’s English Learning Mindset 
 

 In the interview, two unique perspectives regarding 
S’s learning mindset were analyzed. The following are 
his self-reflections regarding the reason for his ideas 
along with an analysis of each reason.  
 
1)-1 “Studying hard is in vain.” 

 During junior high school, S had once made an 
effort to achieve the highest score in his class; however, 
he achieved the third-highest score in class. When he 
knew that he was unable to reach the top, he felt that he 
was losing out. 

 
1)-2 Analysis: “Studying hard is in vain.” 

S’s negative thoughts toward hard work can be 
explained as Learned helplessness as per Peterson, 
Maier, & Seligman (1993 p.8). Learned helplessness has 
three essential components: 1. a contingency of 
uncontrollability; 2. cognition to perceive, explain and 
extrapolate the contingency; and 3. passive behavior 
expecting future helplessness. Reaching the top of his 
class was S’s motivation to study hard. After his first 
attempt was unsuccessful, he assumed that he would be  
unable to reach the top even if he made the additional 
effort. Therefore, he decided to avoid unnecessary 
efforts to reach the top. 

 
2) -1 “If I try, I can do it.” 

 S had been told in the past, that if he tried, he could 
do it―by his parents and former teachers in his junior 

high school. This led him to infer that he could justify 
his incapability if he did not try. Therefore, he 
procrastinated about studying hard. 

 
2)-2 Analysis: “If I try, I can do it.” 

 Dweck (2008, pp.71-74) underscored the danger of 
praising student’s ability, rather than their efforts. Her 
research team conducted studies with hundreds of 
students, mostly early adolescents. Presented with fairly 
difficult problems from a nonverbal IQ test, they praised 
students who had performed fairly well on the tests in 
two different ways. To one group, they praised their 
ability by saying, “That’s a really good score. You must 
be really smart.” To the other group, they praised their 
efforts by saying, “This is a really good score. You must 
have worked really hard.” Thus, one group was praised 
by being made to feel that they were talented, whereas 
the other group was praised for working hard and doing 
what it takes to succeed. Both groups were equal to 
begin with; however, after receiving the praise, 
differences began to appear. The praise received for 
their ability pushed the students into a fixed mindset; 
therefore, they tended to reject a challenging new task 
that they could learn from, as they did not want to do 
anything that could expose their flaws and question their 
talent. In contrast, in the group that was praised for 
effort, 90% of the students wanted to attempt 
challenging new tasks, knowing that they could learn 
from it, which demonstrated a growth mindset. S seems 
to be content with his past accomplishments during his 
junior high school days and does not wish to be 
challenged by difficult tasks: he appears to have a fixed 
mindset. 

 
 

 S’s changing perspectives on making effort before 
and after the interview 
 

 During the closing session, the author gave S a 
simple questionnaire that involved prioritizing four 
different cause―effect scenarios: Do and succeed, Do 
but fail, Undo but succeed, Undo and fail. S’s feedback 
is shown in Figure 5. He reflected that before the 
interview, he placed more value on effortless success 
(undo but succeed) than on success resulting from effort. 
After the interview, he prioritized the process of 
“doing” more than effortless success. This change 
suggests that the interview has possibly affected his  

 

 
 

After the Interview 
Putting the priority 
on 
 
1. Do but fail.  
2. Do and succeed 
3. Undo but succeed 
4. Undo and fail. 

Before the Interview 
Putting the priority 
on 
 
1. Undo but succeed 
2. Do and succeed 
3. Do but fail.  
4. Undo and fail. 

Figure 5: Student S’s Changing Perspectives on 
Making an Effort 
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perspectives to place more value on doing rather than 
undoing. Reflecting on the interview, initially, his 
motivation to study was reviewing his English learning 
style and grammatical practices. In the process of 
solving English grammar questions, positive feedback 
was provided by the author on his learning attitude and 
his way of thinking. On the final day of the interview, S 
realized that he had understood the sentence patterns of 
the text and made no further grammatical errors. Further, 
he realized that his way of holding a pencil was 
potentially causing additional stress on his neck and 
shoulders and reducing his writing speed. These aspects, 
which he had not considered before the interview, 
would have contributed to the change in his perspective 
toward the positively of doing. Gagne, translated by 
Suzuki (2006, p.13), describes a   rationally consistent 
basis for instructional design based in cognitive 
psychology and information-processing theory. He 
suggested that teachers should design and develop their 
instructions outlining the nine stages of instructional 
design procedure and corresponding cognitive processes 
(Figure 6).  

However, S still placed some value on effortless 
success rather than undoing something followed by 
failure. Even after the interview, the author felt that S 
expected that he would be able to have an easy life 
without making any effort. The results indicate that the 
author should build up better instructional skills to assist 
S in channelling his efforts toward success.  

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Plans to support Student S 
 

As a new homeroom teacher and English teacher, 
the author was nominated by the president to commence 
teaching S from April in the fiscal school year 2015. 
Reflecting on the interview and analyzing S’s learning 
mindset, three action plans were designed to encourage 
change. These plans are presented as the research 
conclusion: (1) to arrange a mentor group in class to 
support S in improving his self-management skills, (2) 
to frequently assess student understanding in English 
classes so as to assist students working with S by 
reminding them about what they had learnt in previous 
lessons, and (3) to praise the whole class including S, on 
their English study efforts to enhance their learning in a 
proactive manner. These three action plans were 
designed to elicit a change in S and his classmates from 
having a fixed mindset to more of a growth mindset. 
Currently, it is only three months into the new fiscal 
year, and as such, it is too early to reach a definitive 

conclusion about the classroom research in this paper. 
As these action plans are implemented, the research will 
be further evaluated during the fiscal year until February 
2016. As the author as homeroom and English teacher 
of S, it is necessary to―not view him as a finished 
product but believe in the growth of intellect and talent 
and remain encouraged by the fascinating process of 
learning (Dweck, 2006, p.193-212). 
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1. Gaining attention (reception) 
2. Informing learners of the objective (expectancy)  
3. Stimulating recall of prior learning (retrieval)  
4. Presenting the stimulus (selective perception)  
5. Providing learning guidance (semantic encoding)  
6. Eliciting performance (responding)  
7. Providing feedback (reinforcement)  
8. Assessing performance (retrieval)  
9. Enhancing retention and transfer (generalization). 
 
Figure 6: Nine steps of instruction and corresponding 
cognition 
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Abstract 
 

This paper describes a recent effort of global 
human resources development at the National 
Institute of Technology, Ube College (NIT, UC). We, 
in particular, deal with the recent efforts of   
international exchange of NITUC in this paper, such 
as history, purpose, curriculum, students dispatch 
program, students acceptance program, support 
system (scholarship loan, dormitory for overseas 
students), establishment of organization, English 
café (English conversation support) and so on. 

We launched an international exchange in 
earnest from being adopted in the GP project 
(Support Program for Contemporary Educational 
Needs 2007-2009) about 10 years ago. As a 
continuation of our international exchange activities 
under the GP project, we have promoted friendly 
relationship with Dong-Eui Institute of Technology 
(DIT), Harbin Institute of Technology at Weihai 
(HITWH), Komsomolsk -na- Amure State Technical 
University (KnASTU), and Amur State University of 
Humanities and Pedagogy (ASUHP). In addition, 
some of our students attend the English language 
intensive courses at the University of Newcastle 
(NoU) every year. The number of participants is 
increasing. Moreover, we had a new academic 
exchange agreement with National United University 
(NUU) in Taiwan last November. Consequently, we 
have academic exchange agreements with seven 
overseas universities at present, with whom we have 
continued the mutual exchange by students and 
professors. 

We have developed and improved our overseas 
training programs with partner institutions and 
particularly, we have two / three overseas internship 
programs for our Advanced Course students. 
Further, we need to improve our acceptance 
program for the purpose of deepening our mutual 
exchange.  
 
Keywords: Overseas internship program, Intercultural 
understanding, Mutual exchange program, Cooperation 
with local government, Focus on Asia , Geographical 
convenience 

 
Introduction 
 

With the development of information technology and 
transportation in recent years, globalization of the 
economy is progressing speedily. We seek human 
resources who can play an active role in the global 
economy. Global human resources have language skills 
and communication skills. They have broad liberal arts 
and deep speciality. Besides they have intercultural 
understanding and identity as Japanese. They have a lot 
of other qualities, such as assertiveness, cooperativeness, 
leadership, sense of liability, and so on.. In order to 
meet this needs of the times, we have made the efforts 
of Global human resources development, for example 
foreign language training, overseas internship. This 
paper describes a recent effort of global human 
resources development at NIT, UC. 

. 
Overview of global human resources development  
 

The global human resources development of NIT,UC 
began in earnest since it was  adopted in the GP (Good 
Practice) program of Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) in 2007. 
Then, we have conducted the global human resources 
development in the two paths. One is the programs that 
NIT,UC has with mutual agreements, the other is the 
programs that NIT has with mutual agreements. The 
former is the international exchange program with 
China, South Korea, and, Russia, which we began from 
GP program. In addition to these programs, we have 
also begun international exchange with one of the 
universities in Australia according to the sister city 
relationship between Ube and Newcastle. On the other 
hand, The latter is the international exchange program 
with Taiwan and Singapore, which NIT has developed. 
Nine years have passed since we started the global 
human resources development in earnest. So far, we 
have made a lot of efforts on the global human 
resources development, for example organization of 
international exchange office, the credit system of 
international exchange, the creation of the international 
exchange scholarship, an extension to the lower grades 
of the international exchange program, English café 
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(English conversation class), maintenance of foreign 
students dormitory, and establishment of Home stay 
system and so on. We have sent more than about 300 
students in total in nine years. 
 
Purpose of global human resources development 

 
The purpose of the global human resources 

development of NIT,UC is to develop practical 
engineers who can work abroad. In particular, we are 
aiming to train engineers who can play an active role in 
the Asia-Oceania region. First, we began the GP 
program with the aim of the international exchanges 
with North-east Asia, such as China, South Korea, and 
Russia. The reason why the North-east Asia was the 
activity area in the GP program, we carry out the 
international exchange program that we have in 
collaboration with Ube City (which takes part in the 
Union of Machinery Industrial   Cities in North-East 
Asia). Although the main activity areas of the three 
years of the GP program were China, South Korea and 
Russia, our ideal aim is to develop human resources that 
can be active in Asia. In addition, in order to develop 
practical engineers who can work in Asia, NIT had 
developed an international exchange program in 
Southeast Asia. From 2014, NIT,UC began to dispatch 
students to Singapore English training which NIT began 
to propose.  Moreover, we began the international 
exchange program with National United University in 
Taiwan that NIT has comprehensive agreements. It also 
aims to develop engineers who can play an active role in 
the Asia-Oceania. 
 
Characteristics of global human resources 
development 

 
International exchange of NIT,UC is characterized by 

the following four points.  
 

1) Geopolitical characteristics 
NIT,UC is in Ube City, Yamaguchi Prefecture. 

Yamaguchi Prefecture is close to China and South 
Korea, and Russia which is in the favourable 
position to trade. For regional economic 
development, it is important to carry out economic 
exchange with geopolitical neighbouring Asian 
countries. We must provide the human resources 
that can contribute to the regional economy. 

 
2) Cooperation of local government 

Each city of Yamaguchi Prefecture has been 
actively interacting with East Asia (Figure 1). First, 
Yamaguchi Prefecture has the friendly relations 
with Shandong Province in China and South 
Gyeongsang Province in South Korea. In addition, 
Ube City, Shimonoseki City, and Yamaguchi City, 
the local governments of the Yamaguchi Midwest 
district, in particular, have a sister city relationship 
with cities in China and South and They are doing 
a regular exchange. We held a lecture of 
international exchange members who are in the 
Prefectural government as a pre-education of 

overseas training. We were allowed to join the 
students in Ube City tourism program by the  
international office of Ube City . 

 
Figure 1.Sister relationship 
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3) Traffic convenience 
Near the NIT,UC there is a Shimonoseki Port 

which has a regular route to Busan in South Korea 
and regular routes to Shanghai and Qingdao in 
China . Also, away from NIT,UC of about 10 
minutes by car, there is Yamaguchi- Ube Airport, 
which makes us possible to go abroad via Haneda 
Airport. In addition, there is a Fukuoka Airport and 
Hakata Port in 2 hours within by car from Ube City. 
Fukuoka Airport which has a lot of scheduled 
flights to Asia, from the viewpoint of international 
exchange with the Asia, is the most convenient 
regional airports in Japan. We usually use the 
Fukuoka Airport for international exchange 
program. 
 

4) Advantage of cost performance 
We were able to carry out the international 

exchange program of NIT,UC by relatively low 
price. Our partner universities are in Busan City , in 
Weihai City, in Komsomolsk -na- Amure City, and 
in Miaoli City. With the exception of Russia, it is 
possible to suppress travel costs because our partner 
universities is a good place in the access, close to 
Fukuoka City,. In fact, we have three weeks 
program about 60,000 yen in Korea, about 90,000 
yen in Taiwan, and about 100,000 yen in China. 
This includes travel expenses, accommodation 
expenses, and tuition fees. 
 

Dispatch program of NIT,UC 
 
1) The GP program 

As for the dispatch program of NIT, UC, 3-year 
modern GP from 2009 to 2011 made its foundation.  
First year, we visited China and South Korea. 
Alternating current at this time, campus tour of the 
academic partner universities, factory visits, tourism 
several meetings were held together for deepening the 
exchange of each other in the main. Students belonging 
to the department of management information visited 
South Korea, making graduate research on the basis of 
the data collected in the cluster group of Hyundai Motor 
and Changwon. 
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In the second year, we also started exchanges with 
Russia. We visited as Ube delegation for participating 
the meeting of "North-east Asia mechanical city Union". 
China and South Korea visit was supposed to carry out 
academic recital from this year. Graduate School 
students made their research announcement in China or 
Korea University. It was a good opportunity to know 
what kind of researches were made in each of the 
university. As a result, mutual exchange of students by 
performing scientific recital became deeper than the 
year before. 

Especially, training in China and Russia has become 
the internship for one weeks training of overseas from 
the final year of the GP program. Mutual exchange of 
students by performing scientific recital became deeper 
and deeper than the year before in order to increase 
opportunities that students are in contact with each other 
 
2) Overseas Internship after the GP program  
     

After the GP program, we were supposed to continue 
the international exchange in the funds from the support 
group of NIT, UC. In three years of the GP program, we 
did not necessarily have carried out all the objectives of 
the GP program. The remaining objectives became our 
efforts at the time.  

The objectives of the GP program are a) participation   
in collaborative activities with local government, b) 
implementation of graduate studies and special research,  
and c) creation of overseas internship curriculum. For 
the objectives of a) and b), we have achieved in three 
years GP program. For the objectives of c), it was 
requested to establish a sufficient content from our 
college. The international exchange program with 
HITWH in China in fourth year was recognized as an 
overseas internship of three weeks. The international 
exchange program with DIT in Korea in fifth year was 
recognized as an overseas internship of three weeks. In 
particular, in the exchange program with DIT, which 
Busan office of SPEC, the IT company in Ube City   
participate, our students carried out joint development 
of i-phone apps along with the Korean students. The 
following year, they carried out joint development of 
Android apps along with the Korean students. In 
addition, we opened new training programs in the 
automotive department of DIT. As a result of the above 
efforts, NIT,UC recognized international program as a 
formal internship curriculum. 
 
3) Cross-cultural training for first, second, and third 
students 
 
    The international exchange program in NIT,UC 
started a school event that major department students, 
fourth grade and fifth grade undergraduate students can 
participate in. In other words, first, second, and third 
grade students cannot take part in the international 
exchange program even if they want to participate them. 
As first, second, and third grade students can take part 
in them, we made a cross-cultural training   in NUU in 
Taiwan in 2014. In addition, we recruited students so as 
to participate in Singapore English training of NIT. 

 
 Acceptance program of NIT,UC 

 
We started an acceptance of short-term exchange 

students from 2013 in earnest. First of all, we accepted 
two students from KnASTU of Russia in April. In 
addition, we accepted the eight students from DIT of 
Korea in July. Both were accepted for one week. 
Russian students stayed with Japanese students in our 
dormitory. Although we had previously accepted 
overseas student twice before, this was the first time that 
we accepted overseas students in dormitory. The main 
program is a student’s research workshop. Russian 
students and Korean students made their research 
announcement in NIT,UC Japan. It was a good 
opportunity to know what kind of researches were made 
in each of the university. As a result, mutual exchange 
of student scientific recital became wider than dispatch 
program. 

Also, we accepted three students from KnASTU of 
Russia in April 2014. The main program is a student’s 
research workshop. Russian students made their 
research announcement in NIT,UC Japan too. It was a 
good opportunity to know what kind of researches were 
made in each of the university. As a result, mutual 
exchange of students scientific recital became wider 
than dispatch the year before. 

In 2015, we accepted eight students from NUU of 
Taiwan for a week in May. In addition, from June to 
July, we accepted 4 Chinese Department’s students of 
NUU as internship training of Chinese. They teach 
Chinese to students of NIT,UC. 

We accepted eight students from UoN in Australia in 
June. Australian students made their research 
announcement in NIT,UC Japan. It was a good 
opportunity to know what kind of researches were made 
in each of the university. As a result, mutual exchange 
of students by performing scientific recital became 
wider and wider than the year before. 

We found that foreign Students had a strong interest 
in Japanese culture. They hoped to experience Japanese 
culture such as, Kyudo (Japanese archer), karate, Judo, 
Kendo, and tea ceremony etc. In addition, we found that 
by accepting foreign students, not only foreign students 
but also our students were greatly affected. Dormitory 
students, laboratory of students, students to participate 
in the conference, students who attend classes, students 
of club activities, many students in NIT,UC were able to 
have the opportunity to contact with the foreign student.  
We were confident that our students are affected in 
terms of improvement of language skills, understanding 
against a different culture, hospitality attitude etc. 
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Figure 3.the number of accepted students 
  08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 sum 

Korea Students 2 ― ― ― ― 8 ― ― 10 
China Students ― ― 1 ― ― ― ― ― 1 
Russia Students ― ― ― ― ― 2 3 ― 5 
Taiwan Students ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 17 17 
Australian Students ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 8 8 

         41 
Picture 1.Conference of NUU 

students

 
Picture2.  The tea ceremony 

 
 
Other efforts on global human resources 
development 
 

We worked on the following point of view so as not 
to put an end to the international exchange of NIT,UC 
which began from the GP. 

 
1) The setting of  international exchange office 

During the initial three years, the representatives 
and cooperative professors carried out the GP 
program. Since the work of the international 
exchange is not the efforts of the entire college, the   
international exchange office was organized. Firstly 
the office is organized by professors only. In 
accordance with the efforts of partner universities, 
it became more difficult to carry out the work by 
professors only The international exchange office, 
including the professional administrative staff about 
the international exchange was launched. 

 
2) Establishment of international exchange assistance 

funds 
 

NIT,UC established the fund for international 
exchange support to commemorate the 50th  
anniversary of NIT,UC. This fund is established by 
the effort of the faculty and staff, the companies 
involved in NIT,UC, and many of the graduates. 
Our students can apply for funds when they 
participate in the international exchange program 
by NIT,UC and NIT. 
 

3) The enhancement of international exchange 
programs 

 
We have six international exchange programs 

made by NIT,UC and 10 international exchange 
programs made by NIT. From now on, we are going 
to give a beneficial program to global human 
resource development to our students. 

 
Conclusion and future work 

 
Somehow, we have continued our global human 

resources development for nine years. It cannot be said 
that our every efforts is done well. We've experienced 
unexpected event this nine years. Every time something 
happens, we make a disccussion about them and make 
an effort to solve themt.We understand that we need to 
improve our international exchange by refernce to the  
efforts with NIT and NIT, Other Colleges. 
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Abstract 
 

The paper shares the experiences of the authors 
in introducing computer simulations for active 
learning and in using web-based tool as a 
collaborative teaching and learning environment for 
students and lecturers in entrepreneurship module. 
ICT (Information Communication Technology) in 
the forms of web-based tool as well as a computer 
simulation game are being used to facilitate core 
learning activities that would otherwise be difficult 
or impossible in the teaching and learning of 90-hour 
core module 'Entrepreneurship Project'. The 
targeted students are the final year students from the 
Diploma in Business Informatics in the School of IT, 
Nanyang Polytechnic who read entrepreneurship 
project as a prescribed elective module. 
‘SimVenture’ is the simulation game being used in 
the module as an active learning platform where 
students can safely apply what they have learnt and 
gain valuable experiences that would otherwise be 
difficult or impossible without the technology. The 
simulation game mimics real-life situation with 
interaction component that allows the students to 
practice and safely apply what they have learnt. 
Simple interaction with computer may help student 
acquire basic skills, but to progress further, it will 
require greater levels of interaction and 
collaboration among the students and between 
students and the subject expert – the lecturer. 
Ultimately, to master a skill, the learner needs to 
apply that skill in a real-life situation. The 
entrepreneurship project module also leverages on a 
web-based tool for venture creation and business 
development known as ‘Canvanizer’. It is an online 
collaborative tool where students can visualise their 
business model using business model canvas. The 
web-based tool provides a collaborative learning 
environment where students can interact and 

collaborate to brainstorm for business ideas, justify 
the feasibility of their business model and outline the 
potential market opportunity. The collaborative tool 
also allows the lecturer to track the students’ 
progress to provide timely feedback on their work 
and learning. 

Keywords: ICT-enhanced learning, computer 
simulation game, technology integration, active 
learning, collaborative learning, entrepreneurship 
 
 
Introduction 
 

The instructional challenge for the teaching and 
learning of Entrepreneurship is the limited real-life 
environment where students can safely apply what they 
have learnt in class to validate and reinforce their 
concept and knowledge of the subject concerned. This is 
where simulation of venture creation can be useful in 
providing an active learning environment to allow 
students to have experiences that they could not have in 
a real-life situation by applying their knowledge and 
skills in a safe and realistic environment without the 
hazards of what real financial world would have 
entailed. The use of a collaborative tool in the teaching 
of entrepreneurship will facilitate students to interact 
with each other and with the lecturer. It also allows 
lecturer to track the students’ progress to provide timely 
feedback on their work and learning. 
 
 
Literature Review and Pedagogy 
 
The goal of entrepreneurship education is for students to 
develop entrepreneurial mindsets and entrepreneurial 
capabilities which can lead to entrepreneurship 
effectiveness (Quality Assurance Agency for Higher 
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Education, 2012). While the traditional teaching and 
learning of entrepreneurship typically uses lectures, 
exams, case studies and business plan, Neck and Greene 
proposed a new paradigm for teaching and learning of 
entrepreneurship that goes beyond mere talking, 
knowing and understanding but embraces using,  
applying and acting where practice becomes more 
important (Neck and Greene, 2011). This new approach 
requires continuous practice of do-learn and not the 
traditional approach of learn-do. This practice approach 
may be manifested in the form of simulation game 
where learners play and experience starting a business 
before learning the portfolio of techniques of 
entrepreneurship. 

Accordingly to the Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English, the noun ‘simulation’ means the 
activity of producing conditions which are similar to 
real ones, especially in order to test something, or the 
conditions that are produced. The Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary defines the verb ‘simulate’ as 
create particular conditions that exist in real life using 
computers, models, etc., usually for study or training 
purposes. These definitions emphasize replication of 
conditions as realistically as possible for various 
purposes including that of training. 

Simulation has been suggested as an innovative 
pedagogy for the teaching and learning of business 
concepts (Aldrich, 2003). It has been widely used in the 
training of business subjects such as accounting 
(Springer & Borthick, 2004), supply chain management 
(Sparling, 2002) and strategic management (Mitchell, 
2004). Simulation provides an active learning 
environment to allow students to have experiences that 
they could not have in a real-life situation. Active 
learning is anything that involves students in doing 
things and thinking about the things they are doing 
(Bonwell and Eison, 1991). Simulation is an active 
learning strategy that offers students participation 
through activities and interactions.  

There are studies that indicate students preferring 
simulation to other learning strategy because simulation 
allows students to actively participate and feel more 
engaged in learning (Massey and Warblow, 2005). 
Simulation is centred on students with instructor playing 
the role of facilitator of learning. Studies have shown 
that in simulation, students become active learners and 
demonstrate greater self-motivation and self-direction 
(Jeffries, 2005).  

Simulation is a fundamental shift in education that 
bridges the gap between textbook oriented classrooms 
and skills learned on the job (Aldrich, 2006). Simulation 
is an effective delivery of blended learning approach 
where the key premise of integrating simulation is that it 
supports the educational process and offers new 
potential for learning (Ravert, 2002). Blended learning 
can be categorised into three types: Enabling Blends, 
Enhancing Blends, and Transformative Blends 
(Graham, 2006). For enabling blends, the primary focus 
is on addressing the issues of access and convenience as 

well as providing similar learning experiences. 
Enhancing blends allow for incremental changes to the 
pedagogy or improved productivity, with additional or 
supplementary online resources. In contrast, the scope 
of transforming blends is large and it leverages on 
affordances of environment to improve pedagogy and 
moves towards active learning. Blended learning can be 
transformative when we use ICT (Information 
Communication Technology) in the form of computer 
simulation to facilitate learning activities that would be 
difficult or impossible to do without it. Computer 
simulations is thus a form of transformative blend that 
move beyond the passive information transmission 
approach to active learning that facilitates active 
learners’ construction of knowledge. Interactive 
simulation game coupled with collaborative tool will 
allow students to interact, collaborate and safely apply 
what they have learnt to attain higher level proficiency 
in the subject concerned.  

This improved pedagogy of leveraging computer 
simulation augmented with collaborative tool in 
teaching and learning is significant to polytechnic 
education in Singapore where a mastery of higher level 
knowledge and skill will require a platform where 
learners can safely apply what they have learnt. 
 
 
Methods  
 

To investigate the effectiveness of using computer 
simulator game for active learning and web-based tool 
for collaborative learning for the teaching of 
entrepreneurship, the authors had evaluated various 
start-ups simulation games and web-based collaborative 
tools before settling for ‘SimVenture’ and ‘Canvaniser’ 
respectively. SimVenture is a computer simulation 
game that allows learners to discover for themselves by 
making decisions and dealing with consequences on 
how to create and run a business without fear of real 
financial failure. It provides simulations that mimic real-
life situation and the interaction component allows 
students to practice and safely apply what they have 
learnt. It is based on best-practice for business start-ups, 
covering areas on marketing, operations, finance and 
organisation. The simulation game runs in a cycle of 3 
simulated years, about 8 hours of game play, to 
facilitate students’ construction of entrepreneurship 
knowledge and encouraging higher-order thinking skills 
in term of judgement, critical thinking and problem 
solving. The use of collaborative tool in the form of 
Canvaniser will further engaged student to allow greater 
levels of interaction and collaboration among the 
students, and between students and lecturer who is the 
subject expert. Canvaniser is a web-based Business 
Model Canvas where it outlines several prescriptions 
which form the building blocks for business activities 
and it reflects systematically on the business model to 
allow start-ups to map each of its elements to its 
business components. The components of the canvas, 
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which can be color-coded, include: key partners, key 
activities, value proposition, customer relationship, 
customer segment, key resource, distribution channel, 
cost structure and revenue stream. Students are require 
to brainstorm for business ideas, differentiate their 
business, justify the feasibility of their business model, 
outline the potential market opportunity, all of which 
are higher-order thinking tasks which are important 
components of active learning. SimVenture as a form of 
active learning simulation and Canvaniser as a form of 
collaborative learning platform are the two main 
ingredients of a transformative blended learning 
approach in students’ construction of knowledge in 
entrepreneurship.  

The Entrepreneurship Project module is a 90-hour 
prescribed elective module for the year 3 (final year) 
student of Diploma in Business Informatics in School of 
Information Technology, Nanyang Polytechnic. The 
module learning outcomes are that at the end of the 
module, students will be able to discover business 
opportunity, exploit information technology, take 
calculated risks and experiment novel methods or ideals. 
To investigate the effectiveness of ICT-enhanced 
learning using Canvaniser and SimVenture, the authors 
identified the 40 students from the two entrepreneurship 
classes of academic year 2015 semester 1 as 
experimental group, with the corresponding 2014 
semester 1 as control group for measurement of learning 
effectiveness and students’ satisfaction. These two 
groups of students have similar GPA (Grade Point 
Average) prior to taking this entrepreenurship module. 
Students from the experimental group will undergo a 
'do-learn-think' approach where they will first play the 
for entrepreneurship simulation game from week 3 to 6 
during their practical lessons. After which they will 
have to do a reflection on the learning points and 
observations made on the game play. At the end of the 
semester, students will have to do a group presentation 
with the submission of business plan using Canvaniser. 
 
 
Measurements 
 

The measuring metrics of ‘Learning Effectiveness’ 
and ‘Student Satisfaction’ are primarily used to evaluate 
the level of success of implementing computer 
simulation and web-based collaboration tool for the 
teaching and learning of entrepreneurship by comparing 
and contrasting the learning outcomes of the control 
group vis-à-vis the experimental group. For learning 
effectiveness we will be looking at the following facets 
of measurement between experimental group and 
control group: 
 Passing rate, to measure the students’ 

performance in meeting the module learning 
outcomes 

 Mean score, in the form of effect size of the 
mean to measure the magnitude of difference in 
results between the two group 
 

For the measurement of student satisfaction level on 
using the simulation game and web-collaboration tool 
for learning, the authors will be collecting student 
feedback via the following ways: 
 Survey questionnaires, on a four-points Likert 

scale) 
 Focus group discussion 
In addition, the authors will examine the module 

learning outcomes through classroom observations and 
coupled with focus group discussion. The learning 
outcomes, coupled with the investigation on learning 
effectiveness and students’ satisfaction, will provide 
useful research data to empower lecturers to 
continuously improve on best practices in active 
learning and collaborative learning in the area of 
entrepreneurship. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 

As the lesson of experimental group is still ongoing 
at the time of this writing, the authors are unable to 
provide the final results of the measurement but to 
discuss on the interim (mid-semester) students results 
and feedback to appraise the level of success of 
implementing computer simulation game and web-
based collaboration tool for the teaching and learning of 
entrepreneurship. 

Improved Learning Effectiveness  
The learning effectiveness is based on the mid-semester 
in-course assessment results of the students which 
constitute 30% of the total score. The authors compared 
the mean score between the control and experimental 
groups with the result depicted in chart 1 below. 

 
Chart 1: Comparing students’ mid-semester mean score 

From Chart 1, we can see that the simulation game 
and web-based collaboration tool provided students with 
a more effective learning platform than traditional one 
without the ICT tools, with experimental group 
achieving a mean score of 73.2 marks over control 
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group of 64.1 marks. The effect size of the mean score 
(Cohen’s d) for measuring the magnitude of difference 
in mean between the two groups is computed to be 
0.8238, indicating a large effect on the use of computer 
simulation game and web-based collaboration tool in 
the improvement of mean score. The improvement in 
mean score can be attributed to the learning 
effectiveness in the use of computer simulation game 
and web-based tool for active and collaborative learning 
in entrepreneurship project module. The learning 
effectiveness was reinforced with the mid-semester 
survey questionnaires asking students in  experimental 
group if they have had a better understanding of the 
module with the help of the game and tool. As seen in 
Chart 2, an overwhleming 92.4% students gave an 
affirmative answer. Informal feedback from students 
has it that SimVenture is engaging and helped them to 
have a better understanding on what it takes to become 
an entrepreneur. Students also appreciate the use of 
Canvaniser where the lecturer gives timely feedback 
and comment on their progress of business plan. 

Through classroom observations and feedback from 
lecturers, the authors gathered that there is an increased 
in interest and motivation level for the experimental 
group of students in class. In addition, students in the 
experimental group demonstrated higher level of 
entrepreneurial mindset (e.g. personal confidence & 
resilience, tolerance of uncertainty & risk), 
entrepreneurial capability (e.g. opportunity recognition, 
decision making supported by critical analysis and 
judgement) and entrepreneurial effectiveness (e.g. 
implement enterprising ideas, identify and approach 
target market). This further established the improvement 
in learning effectiveness and the attainment of the 
module learning outcomes. 

Chart 2: Student feedback on the learning effectivenesss 
Increased Student Satisfaction 

The level of student satisfaction on the use of game and 
tool is based on the interim student feedback collected 
from the experimental group after the mid-semester 

break in the form of survey questionnaires. The survey 
result is depicted in Chart 3 below. 

Chart 3: Student satisfaction on the use of simulation 
game and web-based collaboration tool 

The results of the student satisfaction feedback 
survey reinforced the authors’ belief on the use of 
computer simulation game and web-based collaboration 
tool for higher student satisfaction. 84.8% of the 
students surveyed found the use of the simulator game 
and collaboration platform particularly satisfying as a 
learning tool for the entrepreneurship project module. In 
addition, the authors observed the improvement in 
student attendance rate as well as student engagement 
during the 6 weeks when the students are playing the 
entrepreneurship simulation game during practical 
lessons. 
 
 
Conclusions 

 
One of the emphases of polytechnic education in 

Singapore is the application of concept and knowledge 
in real-world environment. However, there are 
occasions when it is impractical and impossible to use 
real-world environment because of the financial risk 
involved and the lack of fund. The traditional way of 
teaching entrepreneurship using textbook and case 
studies in classroom does not provide students the 
opportunity to apply what they have learnt in class to 
real-life situations. In such case, the help of ICT in the 
form of web-based collaboration tool and computer 
simulation game that mimic real-life in venture creation 
can address the aforementioned and allow the 
polytechnic students to collaborate and safely apply 
what they have learnt in class. The students’ feedback 
and interim results validate the learning effectiveness of 
computer simulation game and web-based collaboration 
tool for the teaching of entrepreneurship. Not only the 
module learning outcomes were achieved, the 
satisfaction level of the students was improved with the 
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aforementioned ICT-enhanced, active and collaborative 
learning tools. 
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Abstract 
 

To achieve skills mastery requires excellence 
through knowledge, application and experience, 
especially pertinent for clinical skills, where one 
needs to couple motor skills expertise with flexibility 
accumulated through experiences. Workplace 
practicum thus bridges the theory-practice gap. This 
pilot study reports the mastery learning of audiology 
clinical skills of students. It was to examine whether 
the students’ performances relate to their conception 
of learning and the interactions with workplace 
professionals. Overall, students reported this 
mastery learning model helped them gain a better 
understanding of the subject, enhanced their clinical 
skills and increased their confidence as practicing 
audiometrists. The instructor also assessed that these 
students to have achieved the learning outcomes in 
accordance to the workplace standards. 

 
Keywords: clinical, conception, learning, practicum, 
skills-based 
 
Introduction 
 

In the Applied Study in Polytechnics and ITE 
Review (ASPIRE), Singapore, in looking at enhancing 
career prospects for Polytechnic and Institute of 
Technical Education (ITE) graduates, recommendations 
by the Committee include to provide deeper skills, 
work-relevant training for students (Ministry of 
Education, 2014). A SkillsFuture Council was also 
formed to enable the nation to attain the mastery of 
skills. To achieve skills mastery is not just by having the 
right paper qualifications, but to strive towards 
excellence through knowledge, application and 
experience (SkillsFuture Council, 2014).  

Particularly for clinical skills, where unlike 
knowledge-led subjects, rote learning alone may not 
maximize the learning outcomes. To practice clinically, 
one needs to integrate the motor skills expertise with 
some flexibility which can only be accumulated through 
experiences. Research has also shown (Marton, 1993; 
Prosser and Trigwell, 1999; van Rossum and Schenk, 
1984) that one factor influencing learning outcomes is 
the students’ conception of learning, which is correlated 

to the learning approaches, “surface” or “deep”. On this 
note, Griffiths and Guile (2001) highlighted the role of 
workplace practicum to bridge the gap between theory 
and practice, to achieve deep conception of learning and 
maximize the motor skills expertise development. 

 By directly engaging with the industry 
professionals, these career-ready skills learned in the 
classroom can be reinforced as the learner would be 
observing and practicing in a job situation. These 
workplace professionals, playing the role of supervisors 
by providing timely feedbacks and assessments, 
enhance the learning process too.  

 
Purpose 
 

This paper thus reports the pilot study on the 
mastery learning of audiology clinical skills, of final 
year students from the Diploma in Biomedical 
Informatics and Engineering, Temasek Polytechnic. 
They were students of the elective subject Audiometry 
and Hearing Devices (AudioHD). As these students 
were exposed to a mastery learning program, including 
the workplace practicum; this study examines the effect 
of mastery learning in relation to the students’ 
conception of learning, inferred from their voluntary 
survey responses. As Ramsden (2003) has outlined, 
students’ perception of teaching, the assessment 
process, and the clarity of goals play a part in 
orientating them to take on the different learning 
approach; to inform the future learning-teaching 
approaches to this clinical skills-based subject, this 
study also investigates the learning outcomes in relation 
to the interactions with the workplace professionals. 
 
Method   
 

A total of 41 students were enrolled in this unit of 
study. A practicing audiologist, Mr Steven Lee Lock 
Hey, from the Changi General Hospital, Singapore, was 
engaged as the workplace instructor and also the 
assessor of their clinical skills, to infuse in the subject 
the industrial/clinical elements which academic staff 
cannot duplicate.  

Curriculum: The subject was designed to enable 
students to experience, as close to industrial 
environment and real world scenario as possible. 
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Students studied the properties of sound, the physiology 
of hearing and the causes of hearing impairment. The 
final aims were to enable them to acquire the mastery of 
assessing hearing impairment, the pure tone assessment 
(PTA); and provide health care advice in the 
technologies available to remediate hearing loss.  

During Mr Steven Lee’s lectures, he shared his 
insight and experiences on the conduct of Pure Tone 
Audiometry (PTA) with our students. For the entire 
cohort, the students continued to polish their skills 
through self-directed learning by practicing the PTA 
using the Ultimate Hearing Test Simulator software at 
their own time. During the process of practicing, 
students may refer to their notes as well as instructional 
video recordings of Mr Steven Lee’s for self-evaluation 
and improvement. Simultaneously, they were to practice 
PTA with their peers and receive peer appraisal. At the 
end of the learning process, students were expected to 
do an unedited recording of their best PTA session they 
conducted on their peers. 

Assessment: The video submission above served as a 
self-assessment as well as peer-assessment for students 
to evaluate their mastery level. Their skills will be also 
be reviewed and appraised by the tutor.  Students were 
also assessed on their ability to perform a real-time PTA 
in the form of a lab test. Again their mastery level was 
evaluated based on an assessment rubric pitched against 
the workplace standards.  

Workplace professional feedback: To investigate if 
the learning outcomes and the mastery were achieved 
more effectively through engagement with the 
workplace professional, the students from both classes 
were assessed by the same audiologist, for their PTA. 
However due to his clinical load, one class of students, 
group 2, was unable able to receive direct and constant 
practical guidance from Mr Steven Lee. The other 
privileged group of students conducted PTA on their 
peers in an actual acoustic hearing test booth and real 
audiometer, with Mr Steven Lee sitting in during the 
sessions. At the end of each session, students would 
receive feedback from him on their performance and 
area of improvements. 

Survey: The 41 students were administered an 
electronic questionnaire (eSurvey, https://esurvey.tp.edu 
.sg/eSurvey/), which they could voluntarily complete 
after their unit of study. A 4-point Likert type items 
were used. These questionnaire items were pertaining to 
the perception of the roles of laboratory lessons, lecture 
videos and industry professional as the instructor; and 
also assessed the student conceptions of learning and the 
perception of their Mastery. The responses to these 
questions helped to inform our future delivery of the 
subject, on the mastery learning models and how high-
level forms of thinking can be promoted. 
 
Table 1. Questionnaire 
 
Question 

1. The laboratory lessons provide me with hands-on 
experience to understand the subject better. 
Strongly Agree 

Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
 

2. The free-access laboratories are available before lab 
tests, etc. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
 

3. I have reviewed the instructional/lecture videos for 
the subject. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
 

4. I find that reviewing the instructional/lecture video 
recordings benefitted my learning. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 

 
5. The teaching and clinical experiences sharing by the 

audiologist had been beneficial to my learning. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
 

   Describe how these sessions had benefitted you and 
how it can be improved.  

 
6. Compared to other subjects, you find AudioHD is run 

more stimulating to your learning and hands-on skills 
development. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 

 
7. You feel confident and ready to take on a job in 

Audiometry, even with minimal on-the job training. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
 

8. If the opportunity arises and there is a vacancy for 
this line of work, you will consider taking on the job. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
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Results and Discussion 
 
We define a degree of mastery in the student if his or 

her proficiency of this subject attained at least a 'B' 
grade (70%). The overall subject marks of these 41 
students were put to a Anderson-Darling normality test 
and it was reported a normal distribution adequately 
described this set of data. We performed a 2-sample t 
test on these two groups of students, group 1 which 
undergone the workplace practicum with Mr Steven Lee 
guiding them and providing critique on their skills, with 
the other group 2 without this priviledge. There is a 
significant difference, at 95% confidence level, in their 
mean subject mark between these two groups, with 
mean of group 1 higher than mean of group 2 (p=0.036). 
This result implies the importance of workplace 
practicum in mastery learning. Apart from workplace 
practicum, we will also discuss how additional practice, 
self-regulation, learning with technology, find their 
significance in this mastery program.    

Mastery learning with additional practice and self-
regulation (questionnaire items 1 to 4): Students found 
that with hands-on experience allowed them to 
understand the subject better (item 1: 92% Strongly 
Agree and Agree (SA&A), item 2: 86% SA&A). It is 
also found allowing the students to self regulate their 
learning such as in the form of reviewing recorded 
videos has benefitted their mastery learning. (item 3: 
83% SA&A, item 4: 86% SA&A). In alignment with 
the mastery learning theory (Bloom, 1981), where 
students require different durations of study to attain the 
same mastery level, allowing students to study at their 
own pace and provide them with the after-class facilities 
to perform repetitions to perfect their clinical skills 
enhanced their attainment of mastery.  

Mastery learning with technology: In the mastery 
learning program of AudioHD, authentic assessment of 
the clinical tone assessment skills was made possible 
with technology. It has been defined the technology-
enhanced simulation as an  ″educational tool or device 
with which the learner physically interacts to mimic an 
spect of clinical for the purpose of teaching and 
assessment.″ (Cook 2013). As described in earlier 
section, the students got to use the Ultimate Hearing 
Test Simulator software which simulates an 
environment with virtual hearing impaired clients, 
inplaced with real clients. In this simulator, it was 
programmed 20 virtual clients of various conditions; 
and the students needed to go through the virtual 
simulation at their own pace, anytime, anywhere. They  
got to practice their skills to their own satisfaction.  
With the results they obtained from each exercise, they 
would need to discuss with their peers and 
collaboratively receive continuous feedback or critique 
from tutors to improve on their techniques.   

As for project work, students rotated the roles of an 
audiometrist (whose job was to interact with and 
conduct hearing tests on patients, and evaluate their 
conditions, including to ethically recomend solutions), 
and patients. Each pair of students would record videos 
of themselves in getting each procedural step of using 
the audiometers done correctly. Using the video 

recording once again helped in providing constant 
feedback from their peers, as they could review the 
recordings, by replaying each step. These collaborative 
feedback have helped each student to understand where 
they have missed out and have done wrongly.  

As Bloom (1985) has recommended, learning is 
influenced by opportunity and effort. These AudioHD 
students were able to re-visit their strengths and 
weaknesses through recordings and remedify. By 
repetitively re-doing each clinical step correctly, these 
forms of learning practices have more significant impact 
on student performance than any other variable, 
including student background and prior achievement (t 
test performed on their cumulative aggregate score 
(CGPA) indicated no significant difference between 
these two groups). One of most important element is our 
students learned that making mistakes was a part of the 
learning  process of any mastery skills and that this 
process is to be valued as is the motivation to improve 
learning. 

Mastery learning with workplace practicum 
(questionnaire items 5 to 8): Students found that with 
interventions from the industry professional, an 
audiologist, on their clinical PTA skills, helped in their 
learning and degree of mastery (item 5: 89% SA&A). 
Their comments were generally favourable: 
″He talked based on his experiences...So we can have an 
idea of what could happened. ″ 
″He allowed us to know why it is done that way...″ 
″He has explained the principles with realistic examples 
and made different approaches to make us understand 
the subject.″ 
″He demonstrated to us on how to use the equipments 
properly. ″ 
The instructional guide provided by the practicing 
audiologist had also stimulated and benefitted them 
(item 6: 94% SA&A). Their confidence in taking on the 
clinical role has also been boosted (item 7: 91% 
SA&A). In comparision with previous years, this cohort 
has been reported to respond to the audiometric 
technician openings more actively, concensus with their 
voluntary response (item 8: 91% SA&A).  

Säljö (1979) has classified the learning conceptions 
into five categories with the last two as: (d) the 
abstraction of meaning; and (e) an interpretative process 
aimed at the understanding of reality. We can relate 
these two conceptions as deep learning; and the students 
had adopted this conception through interactions and 
interventions from the workplace professional. With 
group 1 having constant feedback and critique from the 
expert having the domain knowledge, their skills were 
significantly improved as compared to the other group 
as the domain expert, Mr Steven Lee, is able to point 
out the mistakes and how to fix and optimise them.  

Compared to other audiometry courses like the basic 
industrial audiometry course which is a part time course 
at our polytechnic, this course is set at a more advanced 
level. Students have to learn how to perform clinical 
masking which involves a higher level of understanding 
of theoretical concepts and a more rigourous 
practicuum. The students have performed well with 
guidance and should they choose to embark on a career 
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as an audiometrist, they would only require minimal on-
the-job training to work independently. 
 
Conclusion 
 

We report an integration of  mastery learning 
strategies, from opportunities for additional practice and 
self-regulation, interactions and interventions in the 
form of workplace practicum, to technology-enhanced 
simulator; provides greater benefits for students 
adopting the deep learning approach and acquiring a 
high degree of mastery for clinical skills. Given the shift 
of emphasis to defined objectives or goals from the 
conventional defined learning time, students with 
different abilities were able to attain same mastery. 
Inevitably mastery learning will take longer than non-
mastery learning, as displayed in the form of constant 
feedback to guide, correct and reinforce. These findings 
are able to guide the design and enhancement of the 
mastery learning models for clinical skills for AudioHD 
and other skills-based subjects. It is also found that 
mastery learning models are also able to encourage 
learners to confidently apply their deep skills in their 
future job with shortened on-the-job training.        
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Abstract 
 

NIT Fukushima College is conducting a program 
to assist the recovery from damages caused by the 
2011 Great East Japan Earthquake. One of the 
targets of the program is to enforce the engineering 
activity in the fields of renewable energy, disaster 
mitigation and nuclear safety, since they are 
recognized to be crucial engineering subjects for the 
future of Fukushima prefecture. The activities are 
not limited to the inside of the college, but widely 
extended to the public. Such as the assistance to the 
public education in those subjects from primary 
education to lifelong one at the community centers is 
also involved. As to the renewable energy (RE) 
technology, the college students and outside 
participants are to be taught what RE is, how to 
utilize them. Smart grid technology is also included 
in the theme, because the technology is very 
important for the utilization of RE. The real scale 
smart grid experimental system consisted of two 
photovoltaic generation systems with other RE 
generations was installed and used for research, 
education and demonstration. When Fukushima–
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident happened, 
after the tsunami caused by the earthquake, a large 
number of residents around the NPP have passed 
days in anxiety. To reduce the anxiety, talks on the 
effects of radiation on human body are under way 
for students and school teachers in elementary and 
junior high school, for workers involved in 
decontamination work, and for local community 
residents in lifelong learning, in addition to the 
lectures on radiation safety, reactor physics and 
radiation detection experiments for the college 
students. As to the disaster prevention and 
mitigation, efforts have been made to raise young 
students who can contribute their study for the 
establishment of measures against not only 
earthquakes and tsunami, but also flood and soil 

avalanche. It was clarified what kinds of past plans 
were effective or not from the points of views of 
disaster prevention and mitigation, learning from 
such past tsunami disasters as the Showa-Sanriku 
Tsunami in 1933 and so on. Such research results 
will play an important role to improve the present 
plans of the recovery projects. 
 

Keywords: the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, 
recovery program, renewable energy, disaster 
prevention and mitigation, nuclear safety 
 
Introduction 
 

The 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake brought 
catastrophic disasters to Japan, especially to the Tohoku 
district. Since then, many programs have been deployed 
for the recovery. NIT Fukushima College made an 
educational plan to raise not only students but also 
residents suitable for the purpose in the region. The five 
year long plan to open special courses was approved by 
the Ministry of education, culture, sports, science and 
technology of Japan. Five new professors and five 
additional students joined in the course. Even though 
this is the final year to conclude the plan, the purpose 
has not been attained yet. The effort should be 
continued in any ways. 

Here are described the steps made so far in the three 
fields, the RE technology, the disaster prevention and 
mitigation and the nuclear safety engineering.  
 
Activities on the renewable energy technology  
 

The government of Fukushima made a decision to 
realize the RE utilization by 2040, of which amount is 
equivalent to the total energy consumption in the 
prefecture. Considering the present status that about 
20% of energy is provided by the RE, mainly by the 
hydro power, the target seems not to be the easy one. 
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Although the increase of photovoltaic and wind turbine 
generation is quite enormous in the region, the industry 
and human power is not sufficient for the attainment. So 
the progressive build-up of education scheme in this 
field was urgent. In the special course described above 
the curricula in this theme consist of renewable 
electricity generation, energy conversion engineering 
and electric transmission and distribution system 
engineering. Those are key technologies to be learned. 
Since outputs of renewable energy sources, such as 
photovoltaic and wind turbines generations are quite 
unstable and the fluctuation in amplitude is fairy large. 
As a result, the study on the countermeasure against the 
instability which may be caused with the introduction of 
RE’s in the great scale is thought essential.    

As to the citizen educational effort outside of the 
college, a few day course would be prepared open to 
public. In 2013, forty participants learned about wind 
turbine engineering.  The subjects consisted of the 
principles of wind turbine, fundamental technologies, 
the floating type large scale wind turbines in the ocean 
as a typical example and problems with the grid 
connection. The lectures were welcome to the 
participants, even though some fundamental knowledge 
was required. When the course was finished, certificates 
of completion were issued to the participants.  The 
themes were photo voltaic generation in 2014, and the 
utilization technology of RE’s in 2015. The number of 
the participants were around forty, and most of them 
replied to the questionnaires circulated after the lectures 
amiable. This program will be continued this year. 

 
 Smart grid technology is also included in the theme, 

because the technology is very important for the 
utilization of RE. An experimental system shown in 
Fig.1 was installed in NIT Fukushima College and has 
been being used for research, education and 
demonstration. (Higuchi, N. et al. 2014) 

 
Fig.1 Structure of the real scale smart grid 

experimental system 
 

The system is designed and produced to realize the 
following three main purposes. 

(1) An experimental facility for students to 
understand to connect distributed generators to the grid: 
namely, planning, operation and maintenance of the 
smart grid. 

(2) To continue to supply electric power to the 
college buildings even during the grid failures (disaster 
resistive). 

(3) Demonstration and promotion to introduce a 
similar micro-grid like power supply system to schools, 
hospitals, and such emergency offices as police offices 
and fire stations, etc. 

The system mainly consists of the distributed 
generation systems, uninterruptible power supply 
system (UPS), a bi-directional inverter for batteries, and 
a supervisory control system, etc. The distributed 
generators include a 35kW gas engine co-generation 
system, a 3kW wind power generation system and a 
40kW solar power generation system. In normal 
operation, the whole electricity from the distributed 
generators is supplied to the load in the college. 
Exhausted heat from the gas-engine co-generation 
system is used to supply hot water to the student 
dormitory.  

A reverse power flow to the power system is not 
allowed because the power from the distributed 
generators is so small compared with the total load of the 
college. The operation of the distributed generators 
under a fault state of the utility system is not allowed, 
and the reverse power flow protective relay and a under 
power detection relay are installed for this purpose. The 
protective relaying scheme is followed to the Japanese 
grid-code. Namely, a fault in the utility power system is 
detected through the protective relaying system. 

When a black-out occurs in the utility power system, 
the system mode can automatically shift to the islanded 
operation mode to supply electricity to an important load 
of the main building through uninterrupted power supply 
system. The frequency and voltage of the islanded 
system are controlled through the CVCF inverter of the 
gas-engine co-generation system.  An experimental load 
connection panel (switch-board) is also facilitated in the 
system so as to examine such load control apparatus as 
smart meters, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2 Exhausted heat supply system 
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Fig.2 shows an exhausted heat recovery system. The 
system has 3 heat exchangers and each of them supplies 
heat to 2 hot water reservoirs and a bathtub in the student 
dormitory. The operation of the heat-collection system is 
controlled by the pre-determined schedule to improve 
the total efficiency. In this system, in spring and autumn, 
the optimal operation hours are 8 hours per day. The 
rated heat recovery ratio is 51%, and the rated collected 
heat is 52.5kW. 

 
Fig.3 Operational example of gas-engine co-generation system 

An operational result of gas-engine co-generation 
system for some winter day is shown in Fig.3. Green line 
shows the gas consumption of the co-generation system, 
blue line shows the electric power generation, and the 
brown line shows the exhausted heat recovery. The 
peaks of the brown line mean switching timing of three 
heat exchangers. 

This system is the ‘real scale’ one, so the simulator 
has been used for experiments performed by students. It 
offers wide scale of variation in the system constants, 
such as wind turbines of corresponding capacity of the 
photovoltaic, 40kW to investigate the characteristic of 
the cooperation.   

Demonstrations of the system were performed to 
guests many times to show the feasibility in both of the 
emergency and ordinary conditions.   

The efforts will be continued this year. 
 

Activities on the disaster prevention and mitigation 
 

Education and research in NIT Fukushima College 
in the field of disaster mitigation, is undertaken to 
contribute to the Reconstruction Human Resources 
Development Program after the Great East Japan 
Earthquake and the tsunami.  

In the teaching, prevention measures against 
damages resulted from natural disasters such as 
earthquake, tsunami, flood and landslide are lectured 
from the view point of town construction planning.  In 
the Great Earthquake, collapse of banks by the tsunami 
took a heavy toll of human lives, therefore such 
software approach as information transmission and 
evacuation plan of residents is recognized to be also 
important. It is expected that they who have attended the 

lecture will be able to make a good judgement, for 
instance, in administrative work on prevention of 
damage by disasters, when they encounter with disasters 
in the future, applying their knowledge.  

In the research, the reconstruction plan after showa-
sanriku tsunami in 1933 is being reviewed how it is 
reasonable or not, from the view point of the experience 
of the great earth quake. The governments of the areas 
suffered from the showa-sanriku tsunami made 
reconstruction plans, independently. They included 
construction of tide embankment, plantation of trees to 
protect the shoreline, relocation to elevated ground, and 
level raising of urban district. These tasks are very 
similar to the restoration plans after the great earthquake.  
Therefore the review of the former plan, such as, what 
were carried out, what were effective or not, will 
contribute to the evaluation the present plans to be 
realized soon.   

The research was focused on the effects of the 
relocation to elevated ground and the level raising of 
urban district. In the Showa plan, relocation to elevated 
ground was chosen in the area where the height of the 
tsunami was over ten meters. And in the area of the 
lower tsunami height, level raising scheme was selected. 
In both cases, the final ground levels were designed 
higher than the tsunami levels in 1896 and 1933.   

 

 
(a) An example of the relocated area before 3.11 

 
(b)An example of the relocated area, inside the red 
contour, after 3.11 (the area did not suffer any damages)  
Fig.4. An example showing the effect of the relocation 
before and after the 3.11 earthquake 
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(a)An example of the embanked area before 3.11 

(b) An example of the embanked area after 3.11. The 
area inside the red contour was embanked based on the 
experiences in 1896 and 1933, which was washed away. 
Fig.5 An example showing the effect of the 
embankment before and after the 3.11 earthquake 
 

The results of the reviews concerning to the 
damages by the great tsunami obtained so far showed 
meaningful data.  Five relocated areas and three 
embanked areas involved in the Showa plan were 
chosen for the review, and it was clarified that the 
relocated areas were quite safe. On the contrary, almost 
of all of the houses in the three embanked areas were 
washed away, accompanied with enormous damages.  

It can be concluded that the relocation was quite 
effective as a countermeasure against to the tsunami. 
However, the design of evacuation plan to the safer area, 
for example, will be essential to decrease the damages. 

Concerning to the embanking plan, it is not good 
enough to design the level based on the experiences in 
the past disasters. Various measures, such as, 
construction of refuge buildings high enough against 
tsunami and arranging the evacuation route to safer 
places in the restoration plan under the consideration at 
present from the points of views for much safer 
situation.  

 
Activities on the nuclear safety engineering 
 

People living in Hamadori district in Fukushima 
prefecture, as well as common Japanese people, don’t 
have basic knowledge on radiation and radioactivity. 
They have become restless in their daily life, after 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accident.  

A course of learning as a part of the Program for 
Nuclear Safety Engineering includes “Introduction to 
Radiation Safety”, “Radiation Engineering”, “Reactor 
Engineering”, “Nuclear Safety Engineering” and 
“Experiment on radiation detection”. Several research 
activities on the reactor decommissioning technology 
have been also carried out. The other part of the 
Program includes talks for such students as elementary 
school and junior high school and their teachers and 
parents, for workers for decontamination as well as 
general public who are interested in lifelong learning. 
We actively carried out educational programs and 
community forums in order to support smaller business 
and to contribute to the community. Among of these 
activities, the talks for primary education and several 
researches on the reactor decommissioning are 
introduced in the following. 

 
Most of the talks at elementary and junior high 

schools are not serial ones and the time available is 
limited, therefore the contents are designed to keep 
continuity with science education at the schools. Also, 
experience to look at the trace of alpha-particle with a 
Langsdorf’s high temperature diffusion type cloud 
chamber is used. It acts as a powerful tool to attract and 
inspire imaginations of boys and girls. About three 
hundred students experienced the “cloud chamber 
experiment” at one time in a junior-high school in 
Koriyama Fukushima in July 2015 (Fig. 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6 “Cloud chamber experiment” at Koriyama-daiichi 
junior high school (About three hundred students 
experienced the “experiment” at one time.) 

 
Effects of heating on the strengths of the 

components of during the Fukushima-daiichi accidents 
are important for the safety for the decommissioning 
process. The effects of heating to elevated temperatures 
on the concrete for reactor buildings and steels for the 
containment vessels/reactor core have been examined 
experimentally. Numerical analysis on the temperature 
history has been also conducted.  

Strength of the concrete is rather sensitive to heating 
comparing with other structural materials of the light 
water reactors. Heating to temperatures above 500 
degree Celsius exhibited the degradation of the strength 
of the concrete specimens. Heating to 1000 degree 
Celsius further reduced the strength.  
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Strengths and microstructures of the low alloy steels 
and austenitic stainless steels have been examined 
before and after the heating. Some of the specimens 
have been also irradiated with ion-accelerators. The 
specimens were annealed to estimate the effect of 
heating on the microstructure and the strength of the 
core-internal materials and pressure vessel steels.  

One of the most important issues is the treatment of 
highly radioactive wastewater generated in the process 
of cooling of the damaged reactor core. Zeolite particles 
are used to eliminate radioactive Cesium nuclides and 
other radioactive species in the coolant. The zeolite 
particles bearing radioactive species are placed in 
interim storage container. The deterioration of the 
containers may be accelerated by decay heat, so thermal 
conductivity of the packed zeolite particles was 
measured; temperature distribution in the container was 
estimated (Yamagishi, I. et al., 2014). To discuss the 
process of heat transfer, packed alumina particles is also 
examined. The results are utilized to evaluate the 
method of the storage.  

Most of these researches (except for the Zeolite 
pebble-bed) have been conducted in a MEXT funded 
research program on the decommissioning 
(Haishisochitou Kibannkennkyuu Jinnzaiikusei 
program; Programs for the basic researches and 
education for the reactor decommissioning). The 
program also contains the researches on the public and 
risk communications by NIT Fukushima College, and 
miniaturization studies of the gamma-ray detectors by 
Toyama College and Nagoya university. 

  
Conclusions 
 

The program on Regional Rehabilitation for Safer 
and More Secure Society in Fukushima has been being 
carried out in NIT Fukushima College, concentrated in 
the three fields, the RE technology, disaster prevention 
and mitigation and nuclear safety. The activities are 
coverimg education for students and citizens and 
researches on each mission.  

We would like to admit that the task has been 
succesful so far, but it should be continued in any ways. 
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Abstract 
 
     With the push that NIT has had to cultivate 
Global Engineers, stress on ramping up English 
Education at NIT has followed. However, there is a 
significant difference between the content of the 
English taught in the English Classroom and the 
English that the young engineer will use in his or her 
specific field in their future workplace or research 
laboratory. Thus, the English-based “Fundamentals 
of Electronic Circuits Laboratory” course was 
implemented for third year Electronic Systems 
Engineering students at NIT, Kagawa College, 
Takuma Campus (NIT, KC-Takuma). The third-
year course begins with simple analogue electronic 
components and circuits and takes the students 
through to digital microcontrollers and physical 
computing. All educational materials including lab 
manuals and lab worksheets are in English. All 
instruction is also given in English. To encourage the 
students to use English during class they are 
required to ask all questions in English as well. As an 
effort to encourage motivation in the class, students 
are also given some “ownership” of learning in the 
form of a final project. Students were given the 
freedom to decide what electronic system they are 
going to design and build and were allowed to 
present their design to the rest of the class. Although 
presenting the material in English at times required 
additional time to repeat or explain, all of the units 
in the course were completed within the time allotted 
for the lab for the school year. It was evident that 
students understood much of the English as they 
were able to complete all laboratory tasks. In 
conclusion, there may be other courses at NIT that 
could be taught entirely in English that would 
positively affect student’s English ability and 
comfort level using English without affecting the 
acquisition of the concepts presented in the course. 
 
Keywords: Active learning, English in the content area, 
Engineering education 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 
     With the recent emergence of the Globalization of 
everything, communicating with people from all over 
the world has become common place.  Our present 
global economy has become the driving force in 
pushing various fields of study and industries including 
entertainment to go global.  English has become the 
main medium of communication. 
     It is technology that has made this possible, 
technology that has come from engineers' research from 
all over the world.  To continue moving forward, 
engineers in every field necessary for sustainability are 
going to have to continue to innovate to accommodate 
our changing world. 
     It will be engineers with the ability to communicate 
and conduct research collaborations in English with 
other engineers from across the globe that will make it 
possible to create the innovations that we need to help 
support and propel our planetary society forward. 
     To empower the students with the skills to do this, 
NIT, KC-Takuma has begun putting resources into 
stepping up English education at the school by hiring 
native teachers to teach the Oral Communications 
classes, tutor students for regional and national speech 
contests and for running after school English programs 
(Figure 1).  
 

 
 
Figure 1.  Native English Oral Communications Teacher 
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     However well implemented, the efforts fall short in 
one area. The English content covered in the Oral 
Communications classes and speech content rarely 
covers the English used in the engineering content area.  
     To address this short coming, the Department of 
Electronic Systems Engineering at NIT, KC-Takuma 
has begun migrating its course content to be conducted 
in English, of which the first to be completed was the 
third year 3ES “Fundamentals of Electronic Circuits 
Laboratory” course. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Native English Engineering Content Instructor 
 
Course Materials   
 
     To help facilitate the English curriculum migration 
for the 3ES “Fundamentals of Electronic Circuits 
Laboratory”, a native English speaking engineering 
instructor (Figure 2) joined the department to conduct 
the class and interact with students in English. In 
addition, one additional part-time native English teacher 
was asked to join the class, as well.  
     In collaboration with the existing faculty, 
development of the course migration began 3 years ago 
in 2012.       
     Development began with creating all English hand-
outs and course materials from various educational 
material sources with content mapped to the current 
curriculum objectives and aimed at producing learning 
outcomes that matched the original curriculum with the 
addition of learning English in the content area and 
improving English oral communication skill objectives. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Electronic Circuits Course Content in English 
 

The hand-outs, consisting of lab manuals and 
worksheet packets, were created from various sources 
on-line and Arduino based tutorials released under the 
creative commons license. The lab manuals explained 
the background information and objectives of the lab 
exercises and the worksheet packets were for students to 
record their laboratory exercise data. 
     All new, comprehensive lab project kits (Figure 4) 
were assembled as part of the new courseware as well.  
Every laboratory project kit included all the necessary 
components and tools for the course laboratory project 
tasks as well as a few extra components for use in their 
final laboratory project. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. New Laboratory Project Kit. 
 
     Initially, supplemental videos were also created for 
the students but as videos are not as interactive; it was 
decided that it would be more beneficial to use the 
existing content to make PowerPoint slide presentations 
for use in the laboratory to make the laboratory project 
objective orientations more engaging. 
     The PowerPoint presentations were specifically 
designed to give a solid audio/visual mnemonic aid to 
help students create meaningful audio/visual/word 
connections for the vocabulary of the concepts, 
components and equipment used in the laboratory. 

 
Methods 
 
     As for methods implemented for the third year 
“Fundamentals of Electronic Circuits Laboratory”; to 
satisfy the condition of total immersion English, the 
class was primarily taught in English with little 
Japanese used during instruction. To be classified as an 
immersive class, generally speaking, a class has to be 
conducted more than 50% in English. 
     At the beginning of each lesson unit a short 
orientation and guidance session was given for the 
students.  This was given in English and the unit project 
experiment and objectives were covered. The 
orientation and guidance session was given 
accompanied by the PowerPoint content prepared for 
each of the units.   
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Figure 5. Orientation and Guidance Session in English 
 
     After the short orientation and guidance session 
(Figure 5) was finished, students were given time to 
start the project laboratory exercises. The exercises were 
grouped by one topic/objective per page. When the 
students completed all of the objectives on the page, 
they were to consult one of the laboratory instructors to 
check their work and confirm their progress onto the 
next topic/objective page.  If the students work checked 
out, the laboratory instructor stamped a personal seal 
next to the tasks completed on the topic/objective page 
and they were allowed to move on to the next task.  The 
tasks were designed with a gradual increasing level of 
difficulty.  This was also used to confirm retention of 
knowledge and concepts acquired during class room 
lecture.  If students were having difficulty with the task 
at hand they were encouraged to ask the instructors in 
English for assistance. 
      To encourage students to put more effort in class, 
students were also given “Ownership” of their learning 
path by having the choice to choose their own final 
microcontroller project and presenting it to the class in 
English.  Students were encouraged to use any or all of 
the components they learned about during the laboratory 
exercises as well as any of the extra available parts to 
create the electronic system of their own design. 

 
Results and Discussion 
 

Although the class was taught primarily in English, 
at times when students had difficulty understanding, it 
took additional time to explain multiple times and on 
rare instances Japanese was used to explain. However, 
the ratio of Japanese to English instruction was well 
below any ratio that would drop the English instruction 
time below the 50 percent required for immersion class 
status. The additional time required for repeated 
explanation also did not cut sugnificantly into students 
discovery learning time in the laboratory as all students 
were able to complete tasks comfortably by the required 
deadlines.  It is felt that due to this ample time to 
complete the tasks, the students didn't feel that the 
conversation in English came as a burden. On the 
contrary, it resulted in the generation of more student 
motivation to ask and answer questions in English to 

and from the teachers. In addition, some students 
enjoyed the chance to chat with the teachers in English. 

Introduction of native English teachers in the 
Electronic Circuits Lab and changes to curriculum have 
effectively increased student-teacher interaction in 
English and students learned English specifically related 
to Electrical Systems Engineering (Figure 6). 

 

 
 
Figure 6. Student-Teacher Interaction in English 

 
Evidence of increased communication could be seen 

in the fact that all of the students were able to complete 
the tasks for each unit and that as the course progressed, 
students were less aprehensive about approaching the 
instructors and trying to communicate their questions in 
English. 

The seal/task system also proved to be an effective 
measure of formative assessment mid unit and assured 
that the students grasped all of the new concepts as well 
as retained the concepts from the previous lessons.  This 
was also an acurate measure for predicting student 
success rate for completing the next unit.    

Although there were some basic teacher centered 
components to the lessons such as the laboratory project 
objective orientations, the majority of the laboratory 
time was discovery based, especially during the final 
projects/tasks of each unit. Students demonstrated 
characteristics of “synthesis“ from Bloom's taxonomy, 
self-motivation and autonomous learning.  
      
Conclusions 
 
     It seems that giving students “ownership” of their 
own learning paths increases their self motivation and 
autonomous learning and may have an overall positive 
influence on their academic and personal growth. 
     In conclusion, there may be other courses at NIT that 
could be taught entirely in English that would positively 
affect student’s English ability and comfort level using 
English without affecting the acquisition of the concepts 
presented in the course.  General Education courses 
such as Mathematics and Physics that directly support 
concepts in the engineering content area seem to be 
ideal candidates for migration to English immersion 
courses. Courses currently under migration development 
include 2nd year C Programming and 4th year Robotics 
Engineering.  Further study may confirm to what extent 
English immersion can be applied to what other content 
areas.   
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Abstract 
 
       In 2008, we started the education of intellectual 

property (to 160 students, belonging to Mechanical, 

Electrical, Intelligent System and Chemical 

Engineering),  that included general things on 

intellectual property, patent search using IPDL 

(Industrial Property Digital Library), the way how to 

write the patent specification and so on.  In 2009, we 

started application to the patent contest by INPIT 

(National Center of Industrial Property Information and 

Training), JPAA (Japan Patent Attorneys Association), 

Patent Office and MEXT (Ministry of Education, 

Culture, Sports, Science and Technology).  From 2012, 

we started the class, “Training on intellectual property” 

for the advanced course students. 

       From 2009, our students started the applicants to 

patent contest, however, for the first 2 years, we took no 

special award.  Therefore, we reflected our class and 

considered the strategy, tetrapod education model of 

intellectual property, which is composed from Coaching, 

Super memory, creativity by invention theory and co-

creativity by facilitation skill.  As a result, in these three 

years, we got three objectives for special support and 

two of them were awarded by INPIT.  Much more, our 

college took the newly founded award by MEXT.  

Tetrapod education model gave us a certain amount of 

fruits, we guess. 

Keywords: Tetrapod education model of creativity 

development, Coaching, Super memory, TRIZ, 

Facilitation 

         

Introduction 

 

       According to the pro-patent doctrine, Japan Cabinet, 

Prime minister, Koizumi founded Intellectual Property 

Strategy Headquarter in 2003 and MEXT  (Ministry of 

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) 

started the education on intellectual property1).  That is 

why our college started the education from 2008 and 

our college founded the special committee for the 

education as 6 academia members group.  However, we 

had not the specialists for the intellectual property at the 

beginning and that is why we began to study it, together.  

At first, we relied on the specialists, for example, 

chartered patent agents or layers on the intellectual 

property. 
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       In 2008, we had 7 classes to 160 students as 

100minutes long tuition (50minutes x 2).  That 

included general things on intellectual property, patent 

search using IPDL (Industrial Property Digital Library), 

the way how to write the patent specification and so on.  

In 2009, we started application to the patent contest by 

INPIT (National Center of Industrial Property 

Information and Training), JPAA (Japan Patent 

Attorneys Association), Patent Office and MEXT.  

From 2012, we started the class, “Training on 

intellectual property” for the advanced course students. 

 

Methods 

Patent Contest1) 

       This contest was started from 2002 and held by 

INPIT, JPAA, Patent Office and MEXT. The 

purpose of this contest is activating the 

understanding of the intellectual property system 

for high school, college and university students.  In 

case of judged as the objectives for special supports, 

the applicant students would get special benefits, 

for example, help by the attorneys with free and 

submitting their application of patent with free and 

if that could be judged as a patent, the registration 

fee should be free.  Much more, the right of the 

obtained patent should belong to the students 

themselves. 

       Generally, about 300~400 applicants are submitted 

to the contest and about 20 applicants are selected as the 

special support objects, every year. 

       From 2009, our students started the applicants, 

however, for the first 2 years, we took no special 

support.  Therefore, we reflected our tuition and 

considered the strategy. 

       On reflection, we almost threw things at students 

on the submission of patent contest.  There was not 

much Q&A or discussion on the content of the 

applications.  Therefore, we adopted next strategy, 

below. 

 

Coaching2) 

       Implantation of academic members’ idea to 

students is not invention by themselves. We would like 

to make students think independently and spontaneously.  

One of communication skills,  coaching would support 

“thinking through by themselves”.  That is why our 6 

academic members studied it and took the coaching 

license in 2012. 

Coaching is the support skill for burying the gap 

between the actual condition and the ideal goal.  

Generally, there are 3 main skills, listening carefully, 

acknowledgement and questioning.  In this way, 

students would “think through” and usually take “some 

awakening” from dialogues and Q & A between 

academic members and students or students themselves. 

 

Super memory skill3) 

       At first, we thought, creativity was the 

combination of much knowledge and the unification.  

Therefore, getting much knowledge easily is effective to 

producing creative idea, we thought.  That was why we 
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took lessons about super memory skill.  We have two 

type of memory system, one is the short term memory 

and the other is the long term memory.  Usually, we try 

to input too many things into the short term memory.  

However, this way of memorization is not effective 

because the short term memory doesn’t have much 

memory space.  This super memory skill is utilizing the 

long term memory.  More concretely, there could be 20 

objects (No.1, No.2, No.3…No.20), that we would like 

to memory.  In case of  “image combination method”, 

we create images composed from No.1 and No.2, No.2 

and No.3, No.3 and No.4………  In these cases, we 

create ridiculous, impressive or interesting image 

between two objects (see Figure1.), that we would like 

to memory.  In other words, we create chain between 

No.1 and No.2, No.2 and No.3, No.3 and No.4………  

In this way, we are able to memory a lot of things in 

order.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. Example of ridiculous image: 
Fighting between a sumou wrestler and a huge rabit 
 

       Here is the super memory seminar results toward 

19 students in our college.  This seminar was held from 

1 p.m. to 12(next day’s noon) including homework.  

Before and after, their subjective score to their memory 

ability was greatly changed (see Figure 2.).  Roughly 

speaking, their score became from 40/100 to 80/100 

(twice).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. subjective scores before and after 
joining the super memory seminar 

                Vertical axis:frequencies,  
Horizontal axis: scores 

 

We had a questionnaire to every student and most of 

them answered, “I am surprised by my memory ability ”, 

or “I got confidence of my memorization”, “I am 

shocked and motioned by this seminar”…..  We got 

favorable comments from them.  As a result, we thought 

that this super memory skill was playing the role of 

lifting up students’ confidence or self-affirmation level.   

In a sense, this effect could be more important than 

memorizing many things. 

 

TRIZ (invention theory) 4) 

       Genrich Altsuller (patent judge in Russia) 

established the invention theory, what we call, TRIZ.  

He searched and investigated 2,400 thousand patents 

and found 40 principles of invention.  In case of 

problem solving, we usually face with the various type 

of contradiction.  He shaped contradiction matrix for 

such problems.  That is to say, depending on the 

contradiction factors, suitable invention principle would 

be introduced to us using TRIZ.   
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Facilitation5,6) 

       The application to the patent contest by students 

are created by 4 members from mechanical, electrical, 

intelligent system and chemical department in 

respectively.  That is why the co-creation skill should be 

needed.  Therefore, we studied Facilitation skill (Coach 

Approach Facilitation, CAF).  This Facilitation skill is 

characterized by the human power (the ability of 

accepting diversity of value judgment), skill of listening 

carefully, and acknowledgement. 

       We studied these 4 skills or theory and gradually 

passed down to students in recent years.   

 

Results 

       In 2011, our students’ application was for the first 

time selected as one of the objects for special support in 

the field of college and, much more, their offer took the 

award as “Boosting on the reconstruction of the 

earthquake disaster” award.  This award was founded in 

2011 and our students got the award with the grope of 

Tokushima University. And the award winners were 4 

applicants of 344 proposals.  In 2013, our students’ 

applications were selected as two of the objects for 

special support in the field of College and University in 

respectively. 

Still more, their offer (in the field of University) took 

the award as “Boosting on the reconstruction of the 

earthquake disaster” award, again (see Photo1).  And 

the award winners were 4 applicants of 377 proposals. 

Additionally, our college was also awarded by MEXT 

as ”Chief of the bureau on science and technology and  

 

Photo 1.  Awards ceremony with certificates of 
commendation 

 

the policy” award because our college’s education on 

intellectual property promoted the content level of 

students’ applicants. This award was newly founded in 

2013. 

 

Conclusion 

       We took some repeatable results in the patent 

contest using our education model (Figure 3). 

Co-
creativity

Creativity

Coaching

Confidence

Cultivation

 

Figure 3.  Tetrapod (Diamond) Educational Model 

of Creativity development 
 

"Lifting up confidence level of students and supporting 

their "thinking through" by coaching skill, generating 

synergetic effect by team members (Coach approach 

Facilitation) and utilizing the theory of invention, these 

4 items would produce powerful effect to our students' 

invention level, we guess. Much more, inputting 

Cultivation into the center of 4C (Confidence, Coaching, 
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Creativity and Co-creativity), this could be the structure 

of tetrapod, and in other words, diamond.  

       Finally, In 2015, 10th and 11th of January, we had 

the seminar on the “Super memory and its Application 

to Intellectual property Education”, at Philippines 

Normal University for  students and teachers (totally, 43 

participants) with the aid of Allen A. Espinosa, Rebecca 

Corpuz Nueva Espana, Ph.D. and Zenaida Quezada 

Reyes, Ph.D.etal.  All the participants and me enjoyed 

together.  This seminar could be a kind of empowerment 

and entertainment. 
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Abstract 

We hereby report the temporary result of our 
ongoing project, namely the “JIZAKE Project”, 
which two main aims are (1) to motivate and educate 
students about applied bioscience through active 
participation in biotechnological research during the 
development process, and (2) to develop a 
commercial brand of sake specific to Hidaka County 
in Wakayama as a form of social contribution. This 
project was commenced successfully in 2014 through 
a three-partite social-collaboration among the 
industry (Nate Brewing Co. in Kainan City, 
Wakayama), the local government of Wakayama 
Prefecture, and the academia (participating KOSEN 
and university professors and students).  

 
Keywords: Sake, Yeast, Social, Collaboration, Food 
Science, Graduation Project 
 
Introduction 
 

Experimental bench work besides classroom lectures 
are very important to increase student comprehension 
and motivation when educating students in a technical 
or engineering school such as polytechnical college or 
KOSEN. The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology of Japan (MEXT) has been 
encouraging the implementation of “Monozukuri 
Education”, i.e. an education including hands-on 
experience for students. As a place of higher learning in 
engineering and technology, KOSEN has been actively 
implementing Monozukuri Education, which we call the 
“Active Learning”. The Department of Material Science 
at the National Institute of Technology, Wakayama 
College (NIT-WC; WAKOSEN) emphasize on direct 
hands-on education thus  students to learn not only 
scientific basics, but also the direct applicative aspects 
engineering.  

Along the line of the Monozukuri Education 
philosophy, we initiated the“JIZAKE Project” at our 
college, the WAKOSEN.“Jizake” is a Japanese word 
for“local sake”. In Japan, local sake is loosely and 
arbitrarily defined as sake brewed locally using local 
raw materials and/or brewing yeast, completely or 
partially, during its production. WAKOSEN is located 
in the Gobo-Hidaka area in Wakayama Prefecture in 
Southwest Japan. Thus, the main aim of this project is to 
produce a local sake (JIZAKE) using yeast isolated 
from Gobo-Hidaka area, and rice also produced locally 
in this area. This project is a three-partite social-
collaboration among WAKOSEN, the industry (Nate 
Brewing Co. in Kainan City, Wakayama), and the local 
government of Wakayama Prefecture. Through this 
project, some participating students of WAKOSEN had 
a chance to experience almost every aspect of sake 
brewery and production, including involvements in the 
isolation and identification process of local yeast strains, 
to the distribution and marketing of the produced jizake.  

Among the Japanese sake, junmaishu is a type of 
sake made by fermenting only rice, by koji, with no 
subsequent addition of alcohol, sugar, or any other non-
rice additional material (Kazuoka, 2015). The Japanese 
people regularly consume this type of sake not only as 
casual alcohol beverage, but also during traditional 
festivities and life ceremonies. Therefore one of the 
aims our JIZAKE Project is to produce sake with dry 
and clear taste, which is popular among the Japanese 
consumers.  

In order to do so, in this project, we isolated and 
cultured strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast from 
a famous, 1300-years-old local temple (the Dojoji 
Temple) in Gobo-Hidaka area. After we micro-brewed 
(microvinification) junmaishu sake with the isolated 
yeast strain, we conducted analyses to measure the 
chemical components affecting the taste and fragrance 
of the resulting sake. Our results showed that we 
successfully collected, identified, isolated, and cultured 
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a local yeast strain useful to produce a jizake with 
desirable taste and fragrance, as indicated by the results 
of our chemical analyses.  
 
Materials and Methods 
 
1. Isolation of yeast strain:  

Yeast isolation was carried out in the Dojoji Temple 
what is the famous temple in Hidaka.  Samples were 
taken from sakura flowers, honeybee and soil, etc. 
These samples were added to koji extracted medium and 
cultivated at 30 °C until spontaneous fermentation. The 
yeast single colonies were prepared by five times spread 
culture on YPD plate (5% yeast extract, 5% peptone, 
10% glucose, 20% agar) at 30 °C for 3 days.  
2. Sequence identification and phylogenetic analysis: 

Colony PCRs was conducted for the whole nine 
isolated strains (arbitrarily named Yeast1–Yeast7, 
Yamanaka1, and Yamanaka8 strains) using standard 
protocol, to amplify the genomic ITS1 region. We used 
commercially available ITS1 PCR primers for yeast 
strain identification (BEX Co. Ltd.) for the PCR 
reactions. DNA sequencing of PCR products were 
outsourced to Eurofins Genomics KK. We obtained 
roughly about 400 bp for each sequence.  

Initially, BLASTn analyses were conducted to 
quickly identify the yeasts. Then, additional 46 yeast 
ITS1 sequences (2 outgroup and 44 ingroup sequences) 
were then downloaded from GenBank for further 
phylogenetic analyses. We loosely referred to 
suggestions and results of Kazuoka (2015), Montrocher 
et al (1998), and Salichos&Rokas (2013), to choose 
appropriate ingroup and outgroup OTUs for the 
phylogenetic analysis. Sequence data were aligned 
using the online version of MAFFT ver. 7 
(http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/; Katoh&Standley, 
2013) with L-INS-i setting. We used the online version 
of GBlocks ver. 0.91b, (Talavera&Castresana, 2007; 
http://molevol.cmima.csic.es/castresana/Gblocks_server
.html) to do post-alignment sequence editing. Maximum 
likelihood phylogenetic analysis was conducted on 
RAxMLGUI ver.1.3 (Silvestro&Michalak, 2012), using 
the GTRGAMMA model with 1000 rapid bootstrap 
replications. 
3. Yeast strain used for sake brewery:  

Yeast1 were re-named as “Ma2”, and Yamanaka8 as 
“Ma2P”. Yeast1 (Ma2) was used in subsequent sake 
brewery process. 
4. AlcoMate analysis:  

The isolated cells cultured on 1 mL koji extracted 
medium in test tubes at 40 °C. The fermented ethanol 
concentration was measured by AlcoMate AL-2 
(Woodson, Co., Ltd.) for each 24 hours.  
5. Microvinification (Small Batch Brewing):  

The sake was made in order to measurement of 
following some including chemicals. The Hatsuzoe 
(first rice addition) was done by adding 141.2 G 
steamed rice (65% ground), 67 G koji, 158 mL water, 
0.53 mL Lactic Acid and Yeast starter (strain K7 or 
strain Yeast1(Ma2) and Odori (mixing each days) was 
carried out for three days. The Nakazoe (second rice 
addition: 225 G steamed rice, 54 G koji and 263 mL 

Water) and the final rice addition (Tomezoe) (390 G 
steamed rice, 82 G koji and 503 mL Water) at 22th day. 
And stopped fermentation of filtered sake with Hiire 
(pasteurization) at 60 °C for 15 minutes. 
6. Chemical analysis:  

Volatile fragrance compounds were adsorbed on 
Mono Trap (GL science Inc.) at 60 °C for 30 minutes, 
and extracted to clean water with sonication for 5 
minutes. Extracted chemicals were analyzed by GC/MS 
7890A MS: JOEL JMS-QI050GC (Agilent 
Technologies Inc.). The initial temperature was 40 °C 
for 10 minutes holding time, rising to 200 °C at a rate of 
10 °C/min. Organic acids were measured by HPLC with 
Shim-pack SCR-102H. Mobile phase 1 was prepared as 
5 mM p-toluenesulfonic acid and mobile phase 2 was 
composed of 5 mM p-toluenesulfonic acid, 100 µM 
EDTA and 20 mM Bis-Tris solution. The analysis flow 
rate was 0.8 mL/min at 40 °C. 
 
Results  
 
1. Yeast strain isolation and identification  
 After the selection process, we obtained nine strains 
of yeast, which we arbitrarily named Yeast1–Yeast7, 
Yamanaka1, and Yamanaka8. Genomic ITS1 sequence 
is commonly used for yeast identification (Goto, 2009), 
and we therefore sequenced the ITS1 of the nine 
isolated strains. BLASTn analyses on the ITS1 
sequences indicated that eight of the isolated strains 
(Yeast1–Yeast7, Yamanaka1) were Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae with low e-values and high sequence 
similarities (above 99%) (Data not shown). Meanwhile, 
Yamanaka8 was identified as Kluyveromyces lactis 
through BLASTn analysis, also indicated by low e-
values and above 99% sequence similarities.  
 We obtained a sufficiently resolved phylogenetic 
tree for the yeasts, supporting our BLAST results (Fig. 
1A). Yeast1–Yeast7 and Yamanaka1 strains were 
placed among Saccharomyces cerevicieae with strong 
bootstrap support (BS; 87%). Yeast1 to Yeast6 were 
grouped into one strongly supported monophyletic 
group (Bootstrap support: 82%), and the group then 
formed another monophyletic group with Yeast7, 
although weakly supported (less than 39%). The 
Yeast1–7 clade formed a monophyletic clade with 
Yamanaka1 and S. cerevisiae strains CBS382, CBS5378, 
Wu-Y2, and KADOYA1, albeit weakly supported. 
Yamanaka8 was confidently placed among the 
Kluyveromyces (BS: 100%), showing a highly 
supported affinity (BS: 86%) with Kluyveromyces lactis 
strain UCD698. We also conducted visual inspection of 
each strain by optical microscope with 100X 
magnification (Fig 1B). 
2.  Ethanol, Fragrance and Organic Acids Analysis 
 The fermented ethanol concentrations by all isolated 
yeast strains were increased to 6 % in 4 days. Finally, 
train K7 and strain Yeast1 (Ma2) show 15.5 % and 
11.95 % ethanol concentration on small batch brewing 
test, respectively (Table 1). We detected presence of 1-
butanol 3-methyl acetate and phenylethyl alcohol in the 
fermentation produce by Yeast1 (Ma2) (Table 2). These 
compounds are known to give rose-like ginjo fragrance 
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in sake. On the other hand, strain K7 produced isoamyl 
acetate (banana-like ginjo fragrance), phenetyl acetate, 
and phenylethyl alcohol  (rose-like ginjo fragrance). Dry 
and clear taste originates in the presence of organic acids. 
Our analysis indicated increased presences of citric acid, 
pyruvic acid, and lactic acid on strain the produce of 
Yeast1 (Ma2). In total, the concentrations of seven out 
of 10 (7/10) organic acids tested in our analysis were 
increased (Table 1). Therefore, our results strongly 
indicate that the sake produce of Yeast1 (Ma2) most 
likely has a dry and clear taste, with rose-like ginjo 
fragrance. 
 
Table 1. GC/MS analysis for fermented ethanol and 
organic acids. 

 
 
Table 2. HPLC analysis of volatile fragrance chemicals. 

 
 
Discussion 
 

In this report, we presented the result of our effort to 
produce local sake (JIZAKE) conducted through a 
tripartite collaboration among the local academia-
industry-government. As part of the effort of doing so, 
we conducted a biotechnology/food science research and 
analyses. We succeeded in isolating sake-fermenting 
yeast collected from a local temple, and subsequent 
analyses indicated that the sake produced by the yeast 
has desirable properties: a sake with fruity fragrance, 
and dry and clear taste. Interestingly, phylogenetic 
analysis indicated that the local yeast we isolated is not 

monophyletic with the conventionally used strains of 
yeast (the Kyokai strains) when producing traditional 
sake. Further detailed molecular genetic analyses will be 
needed to further elucidate this aspect of the yeast 
characteristics. 

The bigger picture presented in this report is also 
about the commencement of the JIZAKE project with 
multiple social aims: research, education, tripartite 
collaborations among local academia-industry-
government, a production of local sake, and ultimately, 
the revitalization of the Gobo-Hidaka area. At present, in 
order to prepare the commercial production of the 
JIZAKE brewed using the yeast strain isolated from the 
local Dojoji temple, we conducted a preliminary brewing 
to produce “prototype” sake using the K7 yeast strain. 
The “prototype” sake, named “HIDAKAZAKURA” 
(=The Sakura of Hidaka; Fig. 1C),  is now being sold in 
local liquor stores. All of these preparations 
(microvinification and the produced sake’s taste and 
fragrance analyses by WAKOSEN, the prototype 
HIDAKAZAKURA sake production by Nate Brewing 
Co., market testing by selling HIDAKAZAKURA by 
Maruni Co., etc.) were done to prepare the next step of 
our JIZAKE project: We aim to commercially produce a 
local junmaishu (informally and temporarily called 
“BOCHI-BOCHI”, which means “relaxed and step-by-
step”, indicating a nuance of a slow-life), fermented 
using the Yeast1 (Ma2) strain yeast, which were isolated 
from the local Dojoji Temple in Gobo-Hidaka area.  

60 bottles of the prototype sake HIDAKAZAKURA 
sold out on its first selling day, indicating the enthusiasm 
of local customers in Gobo-Hidaka for the production of 
a local jizake. Marketing-wise, we plan to produce up to 
1000 bottles of BOCHI-BOCHI at the first mass-
production step of the jizake. Our project presented here, 
which were carried out through an active and close-knit 
collaboration among the academia, industry, and local 
government, has multiple positive effects: (1) Student 
hands-on learning experience about product research and 
development, (2) The establishment of active 
collaboration among the academia (WAKOSEN), local 
industry, and the local government of the Gobo-Hidaka 
area and Wakayama Prefecture, (3) Local product and 
business development that will hopefully further develop 
into a bigger scale business, and thus assisting the 
revitalization and rejuvenation efforts of the Gobo-
Hidaka area. 
 
Conclusions 
 

We conducted basic biotechnological research for 
product development, called the “JIZAKE Project” was 
initiated by faculties of WAKOSEN, and was later 
conducted through the commencement of a three-partite 
collaboration also involving the industry and local 
government. Specifically, we started by isolating an 
original local Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast strain 
from Dojoji Temple, which identity was confirmed by 
the variable ITS DNA sequence analysis. Our 
subsequent tests of this strain showed that the strain is 
capable to biosynthesize ethanol in 3 days in vitro (ca. 3 
mL), and 7 days as small plant scale system (ca. 5 L). 
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Further analyses of the resulting trial sake, detected the 
presence of some organic acids for giving dry taste. Our 
GC/MS analysis also detected the presence of esters, 
giving the sake its fruity “Ginjo” fragrance.  

At present, we are still conducting extra analyses for 
license registration in order to mass-produce sake using 
this particular strain. Simultaniously, in order to test our 
system to mass-produce commercial sake, we mass-
brewed a prototype sake (named “HIDAKAZAKURA” 
by using a local, standard K7 yeast strain. 
HIDAKAZAKURA is now on sale at local liquor stores 
in the Gobo-Hidaka area. As the next step, we are 
preparing to commercially produce a local junmaishu 
(informally and temporarily called “BOCHI-BOCHI”), 
fermented using the Yeast1 (Ma2) strain yeast, which 
were isolated from the local Dojoji Temple in Gobo-
Hidaka area. 

This project is also well aligned with the 
“Monozukuri Education” philosophy being encouraged 
by MEXT. Students participating in this project were 
able to experience the intricate process of RND (research 
and development) of a product, and thus giving the 
students hands-on experience of “Monozukuri” 
(=product development). 
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